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THE STANDARD MODEL AND BEYOND

William J. MARCIANO
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

1. INTRODUCTION
Th« SU (3)c x SU (2)i x U (1) gauge theory of rtroog1

and electroweak* interaction* accommodate* all known el-
ementary partidei and elegantly incorporates the proven
symmetric* and propertiei of the quark model, quantum
electrodynamics, and the Four-Fermi V-A theory. It cor-
rectly predicted weak neutral current* as well as the ex-
istence and observed properties of ghtons, W± and Z
bosons. Those impressive successes have earned for the
SU (3)c x SU[2)L x 17(1) theory its title of the 'standard
model," a label that describes its acceptance by the physics
community as a standard against which future experimental
findings and alternative theories are to be compared.

As an outline of the standard model, I have illustrated
in Table 1 the spectrum of known or anticipated elementary
particles and some of their basic properties. The fermions
are grouped into three generations of leptont and quarks
spanning a broad mass range. Experiments are consistent
with massles* neutrinos and the standard model in its
minimal version (no right-handed neutrino* and only a Higgs
doublet of scalar*) require* sero-ma*s neutrino*. However,
since neutrino mane* are not strictly forbidden and can be
easily accommodated, only direct experimental (kinematic)
bound* on those parameter* are given.3*4 The top quark
and Higgs scalar are as yet undiscovered. I have lilted a
published bound on m« presented by the UA1 collaboration.5

(Searches for «+e~ -» t t at TRISTAN* give mj > 28 GeV.)
The upper bound on the Higgs mas* is based on theoretical
argument* and prejudices.7

At this time, there are no solid experimental result* that
cannot be accounted for by the standard model at the l-or-2
sigma level. That k a very impressive accomplishment, when
one consider* the wealth of data it must confront and the rel-
ative simplicity of the standard model. Nevertheless, there k
rather general anticipation that "new physic*," beyond stan-
dard model expectations, will emerge a* higher energies are
probed. That conviction steins from the intellectual drive
to further unify the fundamental forces and dissatisfaction
with the SU{2)L x U(l) electroweak sector. Unlike quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD), the SU (3)c sector, which ha*
but one free parameter, its gauge coupling (or mass scale
Ajfj), the electroweak part has a minimum of 17 indepen-
dent masses and couplings. One would hope that the final
truly fundamental theory of everything will have no arbi-
trary free parameters and incorporate gravity. Furthermore,
electroweak symmetry breaking is based on \<f>* which on its

own k trivial (a free field theory).8 Those shortcomings point
to currently missing physic*, perhaps in the form of more
generation*, additional gauge boson*, exotic fermion* (Le.,
unconventional quantum number*), supersymmetry, dynam-
ical symmetry breaking, grand unification, superstrings, etc.,
which will complement the standard model and guide us to
the ultimate theory of everything.

In these lectures, my aim is to present a status report
OB the standard model and some key tests of electroweak
unification. Within that context, I also discuss how and
where hints of new physics may emerge. To accomplish
those goals, I have organized my presentation as follows.
In Section 2 I survey the standard model parameters with
particular emphasis on the gauge coupling constants and
vector boson masses. Examples of new physics appendages
are also commented on. In addition, I have included
an appendix on dimensional regularixation9 and a simple
example which employs that technique. In Section 3, I
focus on weak charged current phenomenology. Precision
teat* of the standard model are described and up-to-date
value* for the Cabibbo-Kobayaabi-Maikawa (CKM) mixing
matrix parameters are presented.10 Constraints implied by
those tests for a 4th generation, extra Z' bosons, and
compontenes* are dkcussed. An overview of the physics of
tau decay* k also included. In Section 4, I dkcuss weak
neutral current phenomenology and the extraction of sin3 8\y
from experiment. The result* presented there are based on
a global analysk of all exkting data.11 I have chosen to
concentrate that discussion on radiative correction*, the
effect of a heavy top quark mass,13 implications for grand
unified theories (GUTS), extra Z' gauge boson*, and atomic
parity violation. The potential for further experimental
progres* k also commented on. In Section 5, I depart from
the narrowest version of the standard model and dkcuss
effect* of neutrino masses, mixings, and electromagnetic
moment*.13'14 Finally, in Section 6, I conclude with a
prospectus on the future.

2. SU(S) c x SU(2)iX U ( l ) PARAMETERS

The standard model in its simplest version depends on
18 independent masses and couplings. (I assume that the
unit scale of mass k defined by gravitational interactions.)
There are 11 independent fermion and boson masses, 3
gauge couplings, and 4 quark mixing angles. If neutrinos
have mass, there will be 7 more mass and mixing parameters



Table 1: Elementary Particles

Particle

Electron neutrino
Electron
Up quark

Down quark

Muon neutrino
Muon

Charm quark
Strange quark

Tau neutrino
Tau

Top quark
Bottom quark

Photon
W boson
Z boson
Gluon

Higgt scalar

Symbol

vt

e
u
d

V>
c

a

VT

T

t
b

1

z
9

a

Spin

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

1
1
1
1

0

Charge

0
-1

2/3

-1/3

0

-1
2/3

-1/3

0
-1

2/3
-1/3

0
±1
0
0

0

Color

0
0
3

3

0

0

3
3

0
0
3

3

0

0
0
8

0

Mass (GeV)

< 2 X 10-*
0.51 x 10"3

5 x 10~3

9 x 10~3

< 0.25 x 10~3

0.106
1.25

0.175

< 0.035
1.78
> 4 4
4.5

0
80.9 ± 1.4
91.9 ± l.S

0

£1000

1st
generation

2nd
generation

3rd
generation

gauge
bosons

(even more if they are Marjorana). In addition, there can
be, in principle, 2 CP violating vacuum angles, SQCD and
8QFD, associated with SU{3)C and SU(2)L.

All boson and current fermion masses stem from the
electroweak sector via the Higgs mechanism. As such,
they are presently accommodated rather than predicted.
Why nature chow to repeat the generation structure three
(or perhaps more) times and give fermioos their observed
hierarchical mass spectrum is an outstanding theoretical
problem -waking for a sohrtion. The solution may involve
new symmetries or more complicated dynamics. I will not
address that important issue in these lectures.

In the gauge boson sector, the W* and Z masses are
not independent. They are related to the SU (2)L x U (1)
couplings j& and & via the natural relationship

is used to break the gauge symmetry. In general, for
arbitrary Higgs multiplets with weak SU(2)L isospin 7*
and a neutral component labeled by 25 that develops a
vacuum expectation value vj?, one finds

(2.3)

If all Higgs scalar multiplets individually satisfy

: COS62,, (2.1)

(2.2)

where 8w is the weak mixing angle. (The superscript
0 denotes bare unrenormalised quantities.) The simple
relationship in Eq. (2.1) follows because only a Higgs doublet

(2.4)

then p° = 1. The usual doublet with T = 1/2, T3 =
±1/2 clearly satisfies Eq. (2.4). The next lowest dimension
representation that satisfies Eq. (2.4) is the 7 dimensional
multiplet with T = 3, T3 = ± 2. In fact, as first pointed out
by H-S. Tsao16, the complete set of solutions to Eq. (2.4) is
infinite and one can actually generate all solutions from the
lowest doublet solution by recasting Eq. (2.4) in the form

V3 _ W 2 — 1 It el
JI - or — I, (2.5)



(using 7 = %f±, T3 - if-). Equation (2.5) is a special
case of the Pell Equation in number theory. All solutions
[Xn, Yn), n = 1,2.. . can be obtained from integer solutions
of

Xn + V3Yn = (2 + V3) ". (2.6)

Note that the solutions, so generated, quickly attain high
dimension and are, therefore, unlikely to be physically rele-
vant. A potentially more important observation by Tsao16

is that any complete set of Higgs multiplets with arbitrary
T (by complete set I mean 2j runs from +T to -T) yields
p° = 1 if they all have the same vj. For example, » 3 ' = 1
with T3 = — 1 by itself does not give p° = 1; however, 3
triplets with T3 = 1, 0 and -1 and all having the same vac-
uum expectation value lead to p° = 1. Such a situation with
Higgs scalars would seem contrived or require some symme-
try. However, in dynamical symmetry breaking mechanisms
such as technicolor models that scenario is naturally realised
by the fermion condensates. Experiments indicate11

•• 0.998 ± 0.0086 (for m, £ 100 GeV), (2.7)

so, there is not much room for a deviation from 1. I
interpret that result to indicate that either there are only
Higgs doublets or nature employs dynamical breaking via
the Tsao scenario.

In the remainder of this section, I will concentrate
on the gauge couplings, gauge boson masses and outline
some "new* physics scenarios that will be constrained in
subsequent discussions.

2.1 MS Couplings

A practical way of defining renormaliied running gauge
couplings is by the modified minimal subtraction (MS)
prescription.17 That definition has been extensively em-
ployed in the 517 (3) c sector, Le., quantum chromodynamics
(QCD),18 where it has become the standard. However,
there is often confusion regarding the relationship between
the renormalised MS coupling and the mass scale Ajyg- as-
sociated with it. Here, I present a detailed discussion which
hopefully will help clarify rather than add to the confusion.

Consider the bare SU (3)c gauge coupling s§ which is
related to a finite renormaliied coupling &„ by

-0 _ c_ In e\
Si — S3j« ~ *5b l*'8J

where 6ga is an infinite counterterm which renders quantum
corrections finite order by order in perturbation theory.
Within the framework of dimensional regularisation (see
subsection 2.4), the divergences in Sgs appear as poles at
space-time dimension n = 4. Furthermore, to keep gsK

dimensionless for arbitrary n, a unit of mass fi (called the
'tHooft19 unit of mass) must be introduced into the theory,
a.t. g3R and Sg3 become ft dependent. In fact, the bare and
renormalised couplings are related by19

B3(n) + . . .
(2.9)

where the B,- (n) in general contain poles of order t at n = 4
as well as finite parts (p.f.). So far Bu Bj, and B3 have
been calculated for QCD.30'21'33 For example,

<"0 1

for NF quark flavors. Physical quantities P(g3K,fi) must be
/i independent, i.e.,

= 0
Ml)

(2.12)

where 0(gaK) is the famous beta function which describes
the evolution of the running coupling 93* (/») as the energy
scale fi is changed.18-19

Note that g$K (p) has a finite ambiguity which depends
on the finite parts of Bt (n) in Eq. (2.9). The simplest
renormalixation prescription known as minimal subtraction
(MS) absorbs only, poles into the B{ (n), such that18-19

±, MS definition (2.13)

whereas the modified minimal subtraction {MS) scheme
replaces all poles by •

n - 4

in Eq. (2.13). The reason for the extra subtraction is
that the additional terms naturally accompany the pole
in loop calculations (see subsection 2.4) and are artifacts
of the regularisation prescription. Therefore, it is useful
to eliminate them by using the MS subtraction. (To
translate over to the MS scheme, merely multiply the
1 -h * of Eq. (2.1S) by exp [(n - 4) (J - In -j5*)}.)

Keeping n arbitrary, one can expand the pole coefficients
in Eq. (2.13) as follows19

«i = an 3%R + «is 9an + «is 03« + • • • (2.15a)

03 = + *33 9an + "as 9sK + • • • (2.156)

etc. Then, operating with ftd/d/i on both sides of Eq. (2.13)
and equating like powers of 1/n — 4 gives

= - a n <?L - 2a12 flt, + • •.
2.16)



and

(2.17)
1,2.. .

So, if a.\, the coefficient of the simple pole term, is
known, then the ^-function as well as all a,,j > 1, are
determined. Note also, that the MS and MS schemes have
exactly the same /^-functions. The latter fact is generally not
true for different renormalixed couplings. In the case of MS
and MS couplings, the first three terms in the ^-function
have been calculated for QCD. Employing

(2.18)

(2.19o)

(2.196)

(2.19e)

those terms are given by30-31-23'33

A»g-<»3 {ft) = *3<

- - £

4 3 3 3 = —

Given a different renormaliied coupling <*3 {it), it is generally
related perturbatively to the MS scheme by

<*s M 0*)
+ A + 5« 3 (/*) + .« (2.20)

Operating with ft.-§^ on both sides of Eq. (2.20) then gives
the relationship between the different schemes' /^-functions.
One finds, that 63 and 693 are scheme independent while 6333
depends on the scheme, from Eq. (2.20), one determines

&33S + i44ss — Bba (2.21)

As an example of how as {ft) is experimentally obtained,
I give the result of a complete O (as) calculation of the
radiative corrections to Upsilon decay carried out by Lepage
and Mackensk" (in MS)

r (T -> iGG) _ 4 a [1 + 2.2 q8 (0.157 Afr)\
T (T -» GGG) 5 (0.157

(2.22)

Comparing that expression with the integrated rate for
radiative upsilon decay, one finds (I ignore errors)

a3 (0.157 Mr) a 0.23

a3 {ft) =

(2.23)

1 +

From that initial point, one can determine 03 {ft) for all ft
by integrating Eq. (2.19a)

(2.24)
and then solving for a? (/i) by iteration using fto = 0.157Jlfr
and Eq. (2.23). In ..Trying out such an operation, one
must decide what vab-a of JV> to use in Eq. (2.19). The
MS convention requires JV> = number of quark flavors
with masses < ft, Le., flavor thresholds are treated as step
functions at n = m,. In that way, Q3(A») is continuous
everywhere (at least up to two loops),35 but its derivative is
discontinuous for ft equal to a quark mass value. Why one
chooses to change the number of flavors at the quark mass
rather than say 2m, is often a point of confusion. However, it
is easy to see that in dimensional regularisation, when heavy
quark effects are ignored in low energy phenomenology, one
is actually subtracting (at order a3)

_ 1 _ + 1 _ m V4l? + In { (2.25)

terms. The extra In (m4//j) subtraction actually differenti-
ates the MS definition used for ft < mq from the definition
for ft > m4 (where the ln(mf/j<) is not subtracted). The
two definitions are equal at ft = m f. Hence, that is the
proper place to match them.

The above prescription uniquely specifies the value of
as {it) for all /( in the MS scheme, once its value is known
for some fto. Why, then, is a reference scale AJJ^- introduced
and what is its meaning? That reference scale is introduced
in order to avoid the iteration procedure in Eq. (2.24) and
to provide a relatively simple functional form for as (p).
However, the value of Ajŷ - and the functional form of as (p)
are somewhat arbitrary even within the MS prescription.
That feature has cansed considerable confusion which I will
try to undo in the following discussion.33

Any /i-independent mass parameter A must have the
form

(2.26)

where C is an arbitrary constant of integration. (Verify that
for a given Np, M ;̂A = 0.) However, because the b'a depend
on Np, either A or C (or both) must also exhibit an NF
dependence, as we shall see. Iteratively solving Eq. (2.26)
for 03 {it), one finds

2t33



For essentially s!l applications, only the first two terms are
kept, but I retain the first three for my discussion.

The usual convention used to define ^xTs (•• given by
Bardeen, Bur'is, Duke, and Muta)1T is to set C = 0 for all
NF. That simplifies the expression in Eq. (2.27) somewhat,
however, it requires distinct values of A'MS for different ft
regions. They can, of course, be related by equating a3 (p) at
quark mass values. Thai procedure gives (approximately)23

(2.28)

When a value for AJJTT is quoted without giving NF, it
generally corresponds to t^—^ or indicates confusion.

I have advocated,39 as an alternative to the above def-
inition, keeping C<JVr' £ 0 in Eq. (2.27) and using a single
I j j j in that expression. Indeed, using the C'"'' to com-
pensate, one can pick AJQTJ- to be anything. That certainly
points out the arbitrariness in Ajy -̂ and illustrates its un-
physical status. How would I pick k-gjgi There are several
strategies. One possibility is to use AilL as the standard,
i.e., choose C<*' = 0 and include C<**> when iV> ^ 4 (found
by the continuity requirement). It might instead be better
to use AJ-̂ L as the standard (after m< is known), since it
would have the simple functional form C'6' = 0 for n> mt

in very high energy applications. Finally, one might choose
a AJTJT value such that the truncation error inbroduced by
dropping higher order term* in Eq. (2.27) is minimised.

Having, hopefully, clarified the meaning of Ajyj, let me
note that experiments currently give A^L a lSOi^f0 MeV
which corresponds to

as (mw) = 0.107lg;gS» (m* * 45 GeV). (2.29)

The gauge couplings OJJ (ft) = jg (ju) /4«r and an (/*) &
gj (i^jAr associated with SU (2)^ X U (1) can also be defined
by MS. Similarly, sin3 9W (ft) and a (p) = e2 (p) / 4 * can be
defined by MS. Those parameters are related by

( 2 3 0 )

However, in the case of weak interactions, the effective
coupling 92 (p) does not evolve for /x < mw; so it makes
little sense to worry about that regime. Instead, one usually
employs a* (mw) and a3 (mw) in weak interaction processes
and incorporates the running of those parameters only for
li > mw. In other words, mw is the natural scale of low
energy weak interaction physics.

What are the values of a (mw) and sin3 6w {mw) in the
MS prescription? In the case of a (mw), it can be obtained

subsection 2.4). The only real uncertainty involves strong
interactions at low q2 where perturbatk: theory is invalid.
To overcome that problem, one employe <- spersion relation
for the hadronic contribution to the vi- um polarization
function Ilhad (0)

(2.31)

where

from the usual fine structure constant a a 1 3 7 j 0 3 a (see

In that way, Eq. (2.31) can be evaluated using existing e+e~
data out to some relatively large value of q"2 where Ilhad {<32)
can be computed perturbatively. Using such a method, one
finds26

a"1 (mw) = 127.8 ± 0.3 (for mt = 45 GeV) (2.33)

where the hadronic uncertainty accounts for the error. (For
larger mt, see Appendix 2.4.)

In the case of sin3 8w (M) defined by hiS, one finds from
a detailed analysis of neutral current data11 (see Section 4).

sin2 Bw{mw) = 0.228 ±0.0044 (for rm = 45GeV) (2.34)

Therefore, from Eq. (2.30), Eq. (2.33), and Eq. (2.34) one
finds the MS gauge coupling values n

<*i (mw) = 0.0169 ± 0.0001 (2.35)

a3 (mw ) = 0.0344 ± 0.0007 (2.36)

Note that they are well determined experimentally, and they
are not so much smaller than the QCD coupling a» (mw)
evaluated at the same mass scale in Eq. (2.29).

All three gauge couplings can be evolved to higher
energies, ji > mw, using their pertnrbative ^-functions27

(2.37)

(2.38)

which assume no new physics beyond tf-'i standard model.
The results of that extrapolation are illu.s/.rated in fig. 1.

Notice that the three couplings come together but do
not exactly meet. That suggests a» underlying grand
unification with new physics somewhere between mw and
the unification scale mx which modifies the evolution. One



possibility superaymmetry at a scale mstrsY would modify
Eq. (2.38) to 3*

(2.39)

and lead to unification somewhere beyond 1O1S GeV (prob-
ably at much higher energies).

2.2 W* and Z Masses

There exists in the standard model a natural lowest
order relation (for pQ = 1)

(2.40)

as well as a bare relation involving the Fermi constant

Combining these one finds

= m£ cos 0£
\y/2G°Faia2 6%

1/2

(2.41)

(2.42)

where a 0 = «o/4ir. In terms of physical measurable quan-
tities, the above relationships are modified by finite 0 (a)
loop corrections. Of course, the size of those corrections de-
pends on the definition* employed; but for typical definitions
they can be quite large. For example, it is reasonable to de-
fine mw and mx to be physical masses (the real parts of
propagator poles) and use as a definition of the weak mixing
angle

z (2.43)

That is to be contrasted with the unphysical MS definition
of tix^ 9w(mw) in Eq. (2.34). Using the renormalised
measured value of the Fermi constant defined by the muon
lifetime (see section (3.1))

Gr = <7M = 1.16637 ± 0.00002 x lO-'CeV"3 (2.44)

and the usual fine structure constant of atomic physics

137.036

leads to

(2.45)

37.28lGeV

805 10"

Fig. 1 Evolution of the a,"1 (M) , i •••- 1,2,3 couplings as-
suming no new physics beyond the standard model.

Table 2: Predicted Ar values for sin3 ftp as 0.23 and
mH = 100 GeV. For mB = 1 TeV, 0.0090 should be added
whik for mH = 10 GeV, 0.0045 should be subtracted.

m«(GeV)

45
90
120
150
180
210
240

Ar

0.0713 ± 0.0013
0.0606

0.0512
0.0412
0.0300
0.0173
0.0030

where Ar embodies all of the 0 (a) radiative corrections.39

The magnitude of Ar can be quite large due to fermion
vacuum polarisation effects which contribute to 7, W and
Z self-energies. For mj = 45 GeV and mg = 100 GeV, a
detailed calculation 1 1 9 0

(2.46)Ar = 0.0713 A 0.0013

where the uncertainty is due to hadronic effecto and higher
orders. That correction stems largely from the use of the
long distance parameter a (defined at g3 = 0) in (2.45)
whereas all the other parameters are short distance quan-
tities. Indeed, the bulk of the correction can be viewed as
the effect of charge screening or the evolution of a = ~
to a{mw) = x57?i * more appropriate short distance elec-
troweak coupling!27'29 Another pc:?ntially large contribu-
tion to Ar can arise if mt is viry big or additional fermion
SU [2)L doublets with large mass splittings exist. For ex-
ample, in the asymptotic limit m^/'m^ » 1, one finds that



Ar receives a contribution30'31

3a cos3 0a
16* sin4 $w

{2.47}

The effect is to radically shift Ar if m* is very large. That
point is illustrated in Table 2, where Ar ia given for various
ITH values.13

The sensitivity to large m« can be understood as coining
from the ratio of the W and Z self-energies which contributes
to the renormalisation of tin? $w when the definition in
(2.43) is employed. The fact that m« » m» means there is
large SU(2)L breaking in the fermion-Higgs system.

The magnitude of Ar is not as sensitive to changes in
mn (see the caption for Table 2). In the very large mg
limit, one finds that Ar is increased by32

l l a (2.48)

however, perturbation theory is invalid for mjr»21 TeV.
After mz or my/ is precisely measured (and rrtt and

THH are known), one can very accurately determine s\n26w
using the formula in Eq. (2.45) and the calculated value
of Ar. In that regard, we can anticipate future collider
experiments to reach a sensitivity Amz < ± 50 MeV and
&mfY < ± 200 MeV. Reducing the enrors significantly
beyond that is an important experimental challenge worth
pursuing. If both m* and mw are precisely determined,
one can bypass Ar and obtain sin3 9w directly from the
relationship sin3 8w = 1 — rny,/m\. One can also determine
Ar in that caw using (from Eq. (2.45))33

Ar = 1 -
(37.281 GeV)a

(2.49)

I will return to that formula in Section 4 when I survey the
present status of sin3 Ow *nd Ar.

2.3 "New Physics" Scenarios)

The primary goal of our field is to uncover "new
physics", Le.f particles, symmetries, interactions, etc., be-
yond the standard model That is moiit directly accom-
plished by foin( to higher energies and thereby probing
very short distance scales. Alternatively, one may search for
rare processes or conservation law violations such as proton
decay. Complimentary to both of those approaches, high
precision measurements can be carried cut both to test the
validity of the standard model and to search for deviations
that may provide hints of "new physics". The last approach
will be dealt with in these lectures. To set the stage, I will
briefly describe several examples of 'new physics" and how
they may be manifested.

The simplest (albeit unimaginative) appendage to the
standard model is a fourth generation of quarks and leptons
that I denote by (t',b',UL,L). There are constraints on

the masses and mixings of such hypothetical particles from
high energy collider searches33 (e.g., mi > 41 GeV) as well
as quantum loop induced neutral current processes such as
Ki, -* p+^~,B° — a oscillations, etc. New heavy quarks
could also affect low energy charged current phenomenology
through mixing with lower mass generations. Such mixing
would manifest itself in an apparent violation of 3 generation
charged current unitarity. (I use the word apparent because
unitarity would, of course, be respected in the full theory,
i.«.., including the fourth generation.) Unitarity constraints
on fourth generation mixing will be described in section 3.
Some bounds on their masses will be given in section 4.

Extra neutral gauge bosons (genetically called Z' bosons)
can be easily appended to the standard model via additional
17'(1) gauge symmetries.34 They arise quite naturally in
grand unified theories (GUTS) and some superstring mod-
els. For example, the SO (10) model has one such additional
boson which is often denoted by Zx while £« has Zx as
well as a second flavor diagonal neutral boson Z+.3b Their
couplings to fermions are completely specified up to renor-
malisation effects which are in principle calculable.

The interaction Lagrangian for Zx and Z+ is given by

(2.50)

where \A7 is a renormalisation parameter that is generally
m l .

The charges for the different choral component* are (for
each generation)

(2.51)

-Q*

Lint = -yjl 92 tanSw

One expects Zx and Z+ to mix with one another (and
mix somewhat with the ordinary Z). Ignoring potential
small mixing with the usual Z, the mass eigenstates can be
denoted by

Z (/?) = Z+rinfi + Zxcotf} (2.53a)

Z1 [ft = Z+CO30 - Zxsinfi (2.536)

with mzw < mz. (j9).
Bounds can be placed on tnz[f) from neutral current.

analyses.11 Similarly, the potential mixing with the ordinary
Z is well constrained by existing data. I will discuss those
constraints in section 4.

If a Z' boson is ever discovered, it will have extremely
important implications. Measurement of its relative fermion
couplings would almost certainly pinpoint the underlying



GUT symmetry group. In addition, determination of the
\/Ai in Eq. (2.50) would provide useful information about
gauge coupling evolutioni and new particle threshold*.98

There are many other interesting 'new physics* scenar-
ios that I will not discuss in any detail. Some of the most
popular are supersymmetry, multi-Higgs scalars, technicolor,
exotic fermions, compositeness, etc. Precision measurements
of electroweak parameters can test at some level all of those
possibilities. Of course, in the end, one would hope that
we will eventually reach high enough energies to directly
uncover such phenomena. - '

A P P E N D I X

2.4 Dimensional Regulariiation

Perturbative loop corrections encountered in quantum
field theories are in general ultraviolet divergent. They ex-
hibit short distance (high frequency) singularities which are
consistently dealt with by renormalisation, i.e., the infinities
are absorbed into the bare parameters of the theory. At in-
termediate steps of any calculation, these infinities must be
regularized. One of the simplest and most powerful tech-
niques for accomplishing this is dimensional regularization.9

The basic idea is to continue loop integrations from 4 to n
dimensions (1 time and n — 1 space dimensions) with n an
arbitrary complex variable. The integrations are formally
carried out for n < 4 where they are finite and then ana-
lytically continued to n = 4 where the ultraviolet divergence
shows up as a pole. This method is particularly well suited
for preserving symmetries of the theory such as local gauge
invariance. In additioa, the continuous dimension method
can be simoltaneoasly employed to regularise infrared (low
frequency) infinities associated with massless particles such
at photons and gluons.37 It can even be applied to so-called
fermion maw singularities, ie . , divergences which occur in
the mj -» 0 limit.3*

The technique of dimensional regularixation provides
a particularly convenient means of defining renormalised
gauge coupling constants. Indeed, within that framework,
the MS definition17 of the QCD running coupling has
become a standard (see smbwction 2.2) and utilisation of
the same methodology for the SU{2)L X U(l) couplia.fi is
convenient37 for analysing GUTS.

As an introduction to the technique of dimensional
regularisation, I give in this appendix a variety of useful
formulas'1-39 as well as a simple example of its utility, the
QED vacuum polarisation calculation. Additional discussion
is given in the text.

In dimensional regularization, internal and external mo-
menta are taken to have n rather than 4 components. All
algebraic manipulations must be consistent with thai gen-
eralisation. Propagators and interaction vertex forms are
unchanged, except for p(*~n)/3 factors introduced at inter-
action vertices to keep renormalised couplings dimensionlen
(JJ is called the 'tHooft unit of mass). At the one loop level,

Feynman integrals have the generic form

,») (2.54)

where k is the loop interaction momentum and p syir ''ically
denotes all external mr:•-•••>• nta. Manipulations ••• :i the
integrand are carried o- "ing the following n-d:-. . >ional
conventions and identities.

Metric g,u,:

ftw = 1, 9ij = -£>j> ?oi = 0, », j = 1.2 • • • n - L

k ' p = 9fwk>P ~ koPo — kiPi (2.55)

Dirac Algebra:

•turf =

(2.56)

- ( n - 4)7<»

Trace Identities:

TT (odd no. of t's) = 0

Tr/ = 4

(2.57)

Feynman Parameterisation:

1
a ' 6 - T (r) T (m) Jo (ax + b (1 - s)]

» m - l

1 Z " 1 Z " 1

- r - = / 2ydy I dx-
«*e Jo Jo

S P-59)Jo Jo [axy + by (1 - x) + c (1 - y)j"
Employing the above formulas, all one-loop momentum
integrations can be manipulated into the common form (by
translation of variables)

(Q*Y
- C\

(2.60)

and evaluated using40

r
J (2*)" [Q*-Cr~

H-l)T-m ~-m+nri T[r + n/2)T{m-r-"./2)
4 r(n/2)r(m)

(2-61)



At this point, ultraviolet divergences, if present, will
manifest themselves as simple poles at n = 4 in the T func-
tions and may be isolated by using the following properties

T (n + 1) = n! (n integer)

(2.62)

V (1) = —7 (Eider's constant) a -0.5772

r(a- f }—^-
(Infrared divergences, if present, reside in Feynman parame-
ter integrations.) For m-loop integrations, the same general
procedure is followed and ultraviolet divergent poles of the
form 1/ (n — 4)m (Le., m** order) are encountered.

As an illustration of the above technique, consider
the one loop QED vacuum polarisation. That quantum
correction modifies the photon propagator as follows40 (in
Landau gauge)

(2.63)

where from the above rules (and a minus sign for a fermion
loop)

a 4 -

Employing the above formulas, on* finds

)
(2.64)

(2.65)

Expanding II (Jk2) about n = 4 then gives (using a = e2/4*).

(2.67,

+ 0(n-4)]

In the conventional definition of the renormalized electric
charge, e, (defined at Jt2 = 0, Le., infinite distance), one,
therefore, finds

" ^ (2.68)

or

(2.69)

A more modern approach (although less physical) is
to define a running renormalised coupling t (fi) by the MS
technique (see subsection 2.2) in which one subtracts out the
; ^ j + f - In Viir terms in Eq. (2.69). Then by allowing y.
to vary, one can incorporate changing vacuum polarisation
effects into the renormalised coupling rather than as separate
corrections.

In the real world there are many fermkw loops as
well as a W± loop. Together, they give the following
relationship between the fin* structure constant a = e*/4xez
1/137.039 denned via Eq. (2.68) at Jb3 - C and the 77?
running coupling a(/t) s e3 (/*)/4ir defined by subtracting
j 3 j + J — In VSr corrections

(2.70)
where the sum is over all fermiona with charge <?/. The
l /6r comas from the W* toop contribution.

Of comrse, in extrapolating from ik3 = 0 to large p,
one must incorporate strong interaction effects. That can
be accomplished by applying a dispersion relation to the
hadronic corrections as in subsection 2.2. In that way one
finds

(2.66)

_ (2-71)
For y. > mw, the MS a [ft) follows the evolution

equation

^ « ( M ) = ^ ( « ) = ^ a 2 + . - (2.72)



3. CHARGED CURRENT INTERACTIONS

Weak charged current interactions are mediated by W±

boaont. The baaic interaction Lagrangian is3

x) J™ (z) + hermitian conjugate, (3.1)

where jfc,, is the bare (unrenormalized) universal SU (2}L

coupling of the W± to the fermion currents

= 12

Only the left-handed component* fa = (1 — 7s) /20 enter
and Vqql is a 3x3 nnitarity matrix (the Cabibbo-Kobayathi-
Maskawa matrix).

Since Vqql result* from diagonalisation of quark mass
matrices, it must retain important information about mass
generation. For that reason, we would like to learn as much
about it as possible. Furthermore, by checking its unitarity
properties with experimental data, we can put bounds on
or find hints of physics beyond the standard model. In this
section, I will describe tests of the standard model's charged
current sector and discuss the present "best* values of Vqq'.
I will focus on the role of electroweak radiative corrections
in that discussion.

3.1 Muon Decay - (?„ Definition

Let me begin by giving what has become a standard
definition of the renormalised SU{2)L coupling ffs,. Rather
than using MS, one generally employs the precisely mea-
sured muon lifetime41

= 2.197035 ± 0.000040 X lO"* (3.3)

to define that coupling. Such a definition is motivated by
historical developments43 as well as practical considerations
as we shall see.

Recall that in the old V-A four Fermi theory, muon
decay was described by the local interaction

V5 "ML V (3-*)

(Note that I use GM rather than the more conventional Gr
for the Fermi constant.) In that theory, the lowest order
mnon decay rate was given by

/ {X) = 1 - 8X + 6X3 - X* - 12JC3 hi X

(3.5a)

(3.56)

Furthermore, QED radiative corrections were finite to all or-
ders in a. Calculations by Kinoshita, Sirlin,43 and Berman43

and *ai of the renormalisation group to include leading
- {•• • In (mM /m e)) effects modified (3.5a) to 4 4

£l
^ _

-i 1/6* =; 1361

where

= T(M -» euv)

+ T(v — tvvy T[u — evuete~)...

(3.6)

(3.7)

Comparison of (3.6) with the muon lifetime measurement
In (3.3) has been the traditional way to define the Fermi
constant. What modifications occur in the SU(2)L x 1/(1)
model? In lowest order, GJy/2 is replaced by gf, /8m{£ (1+

I ^ ) w i " 1 t k e l* t t e r f*ctor representing the W propagator
effect. Higher order electroweak radiative corrections are
divergent in the SU{2)L X 1/(1) model; however, they can
be absorbed into the renormalication of 920 an<* m<w m a

consistent manner since the model is renormalisable. There
is, of course, some arbitrariness regarding the finite 0(a)
corrections. We can absorb all or part into the definition
of the renormalised coupling g?K = S20 ~ £&• 0- w^ aways
take the renormalised Mw to be the physical mats.) It has
become conventional to define gsK by maintaining the form
of (3.6) (but including the propagator effect), i.e.,

(3.8)

Comparing (3.8) with (3.3), one finds

= 1.16637 ±0.00002 x 10~5 GeV/-a (3.9)

That very precisely determined parameter can be used to
normalise all weak charged and neutral current amplitudes.

Let me emphasise the arbitrariness in the definitions of
G0 and 92m *• f>« i by (3.8). In that expression, one has
chosen to absorb all ultraviolet divergences and most finite
corrections into the renormalisation of g^/m^; but some
0{<x) radiative corrections have been explicitly separated
out. The division u to tomt extent historical, since the
0(a) corrections exhibited in (3.8) were computed more than
30 years ago in the V-A theory; however, there is also a
practical reason for the separation. The QED corrections
separated out in (3.8) are specific to muon decay, Le.,
they are not universal. By explicitly correcting for them
rather than absorbing them into the definition of G,, one is
employing an effective field theory approach, Le., <?M absorbs
all short-distance corrections while lower frequency (< mw)
loop corrections are separately accounted for.



3.2 e — (i Universality

Aie there any differences between the electron and mnon
other than their mattes? At present, no other fundamental
difference hat been found. Here, I would like to survey some
tests oit — fi universality in charged current decays.

Pion decay presently provides the best teat of e — ft
universality. A TRIUMF experiment found45

''" r(w — >«/ - H

(3.10)

which is to be compared with the standard model prediction46

3a ,

I1 -
a)) (3.11)

= 1.233 X 1(T* (3.12)

The agreement is very good but only because radiative
correction! decrease the lowest order prediction of 1.284 x
10~4 by about 4%. (They can be viewed as due to the
decrease in the running mass me(p) at short distances.) So
we see that e—fi universality is established at the 1% level (in
amplitude) and the standard model is tested at the level of
its radiative corrections by that ratio. The good agreement
between theory and experiment in (3.10) and (3.12) can be
used to xet limits on heavy neutrino mixing and constrain
charged Higgs scalar effects. Future measurements47 are
expected to reduce the error in (3.10) to below 1/2%.

A similar analysis for K decays leads to the prediction

. 2 . 4 7 X 1 0 - (3.13)

which it in gocd agreement with the experimental result
(2.42 ± 0.11) x lO" 8 .

S.3 0-Decay and the CKM Matrix

There are three left-handed quark SU{2)L doublets
and six right-handed singlets in the standard model. That
means that there are in general 18 independent complex
Yukawa couplings to the Higgs doublet. They lead to
two 3x3 (non-Hennitian) matt matrices. One in the np
and one in the down quark sector. Each of those mats
matrices can be diagonaliied by a biunitary rotation of the
quark fields M^ut = ULMUR1, Le., different rotation* of
left- and right-handed quarks. The right-handed rotations
have no observable consequences (in the standard model).
However, the left-handed rotations give rise to generation
changing charged current interactions parameterized by V =
u£p)UJ?m'n)~l, the 3x3 unitary matrix commonly called
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix.

The CKM matrix

(3.14)

is constrained by unitarity to satisfy

Those conditions along wit!: ;he unobservability of relative
quark field phases reduc. *V.e number of independent pa-
rameters to four. One common way of parameterizing V is
by

V = -S1C3 C1C3C3 - ,$ CiCtSs + S2C3eiS

, i =1 ,2 ,3 (3.16)

An often more convenient parameterization given by Maiani
is"

C1C3 S3e -iS '(
-

( S1C3

CxCz-SiSzSs
-C1S2 - SiC2Sse

i6 C2C3 )
(3.17)

I find the Maiani parameterization particularly useful
for neutrino mixing and osciliations49(see Section 5).

My discussion will focus on the determination of Vtq<
from experiment and the resulting tests of unitarity via
(3.15). The good agreement between experiment and the
three-generation standard model will then be used to con-
strain possible "new physics" appendages.

The present "best* values for the directly measured
CKM elements along with some comments are given below.

1 V*d |= 0.9744 ±0.0010: At present the most precise de-
termination of | Vud I comes from comparing nuclear beta
decay and muon decay. To avoid major strong interaction
complications, one employs 0"*" —» 0 + superallowed Fermi
transitions within 1=1 nuclear multiplett. Those decays de-
pend only on the conserved hadronk vector current which
is not renonnalised by strong interactions. After absorb-
ing ultraviolet infinities into the renormalization of g20/n^
via Gft/y/2 = ^K/Srr^y defined by muon decay, one finds
that the nuclear beta decays measured ft values allow a
determination of | Vuj | via

In2 2984.4 ± 0.1a
(3.18)

where 6RC represents 0{<x) radiative corrections that are
quite large «s 3-4% and extremely important, as we shall see.
There are additional corrections due to final state coulomb
interactions, nuclear isospin mixing, atomic screening, nu-
clear size effects, atomic mismatch, etc., that also have to



Table 3: ft values for various superallowed Fermi beta-
decay transitions after correcting for nuclear effects and
Coulomb corrections. Z represents the charge of the final
state (daughter) nucleus.

Nucleus

" 0
2 6 Al
**Cl
s*K
« 5 c
« y

60Mn
**Co

Avenge

Z

7
12
16
18
20
22
24
26

ft (sec.)

3074.0 ±3.9
3068.1 ± 3.7
3069.0 ± 4.7
3066.6 ±4.6
3077.5 ±7.5
3074.7 ±4.3
3069.6 ±5.7
3069.0 ±4.4

3070.6 ±1.6

be applied to the experimental ft values before extract-
ing | V^ |. I will not discuss those issues; instead, I will
concentrate only on the /(ot) corrections in SRO-

The radiative corrections to nuclear ft values are tradi-
tionally divided as follows:50

ip mA

(3.19)

where Em is the electron end point energy, nip and m^
are the proton and A% masses, C embodies long distance
loop corrections involving the axial hadroaic cmrrent, and
Ag arises from QCD gluonic corrections. The first factor
is called the outer correction. It incorporates long distance
radiative corrections, Le., frequencies < nip and depends
on the nucleus considered. (For 140 it represents a 1.29 %
correction.) The latter factor is dominated by high frequency
> nxf (short-distance) corrections with a small admixture of
long distance axial-vector induced corrections parameterised
by C and its dependence on the A\ mass. That factor is
essentially universal to all beta decays and is called the inner
correction.

It is traditional to define a new quantity, ft, which
absorbs the outer corrections

(3.20)

and is therefore nucleus independent. In that way, (3.18)
becomes

• * • « - « " * " * (3.21)

with Amntr defined by ther.h.s. correction in (3.19). The ft
values of many svperallowed beta decays have been precisely
determined. To illustrate that point, I give in Table 3 an
up-to-date survey of values found by Sirlin51 after including
a new calculation of Zest* Coulomb corrections.

The agreement among ft values over a broad range of
Z is very impressive. It adds to one's confidence that Z
dependent corrections and nuclear effects have been properly
accounted for.

Before | V^ | can be obtained from (3.19) and the ft
values in Table 3, we need A{n l u r . In fact, that quantity
will give the dominant uncertainty in | VU(j |.

The inner radiative correction A,n n e r was recently up-
dated in the following ways:62

1) All short-distance leading logs of the form a" In" (mz/mp)
were summed by a renormalisation group analysis. That
procedure replaced the leading log in (3.19) which repre-
sented a 2.1% correction by

- 0.02256, (3.22)

a 0.156% increase.

2) The QCD corrections to *he axial-vector short-distance
loop induced corrections were evaluated and found to give

— Aa = -0.0004. (3.23)

3) The long-distance axial-vector loop induced corrections
were estimated using hadronic form factors. That procedure
led to the estimate

In ( ?2- ) + ZC \ - 0.0012 ± 0.0018.\mA) J (3.24)

The most important aspect of (3.24) is the (theoretical)
error assassins nt which gw*s the dominant uncertainty in

Adding the above radiative corrections one finds

1 + A,n,«r = 1-0237 ± 0.0019. (3.25)

Combining that value with (3.21) and the average ft =
3070.6 ± 1.6s is Table 3 leads to10

0.9744 ±0.0010 (3.26)

which was quoted at the beginning. If instead of employing
the avenge, one used the ft = 3068.1 ± 3.7 of MAl which
has the smallest individual uncertainty and least spread in
theoretical estimates of its nuclear matrix elements,

V«i |= 0.9748 ± 0.0010 (MAl alone) . (3.27)

The uncertainty in | V*d \ stems primarily from C (see
(3.24)) and is theoretical in nature. A reduction of that
error appears difficult. One can, in principle, circumvent
that uncertainty by improving the determination of the
pion beta decay rate T (ir+ —» *-°e+i>e) which has. very little
theoretical uncertainty. At present

|= 0.968 ± 0.018 (from ir"1 (3.28)



That value is consistent with (3.26) and (3.27) but not
nearly at the same level of precision. Unfortunately, the
small branching ratio BR (*+ —»*°e+vt) =s 10~* makes
precision measurements difficult.

Another interesting way to determine | Vu(j | is by
precisely measuring both the neutron half-life fi and gA in
n —> pe~Vc. Together, those measurements could determine
1 Vud | via

(The error and central value in (3.29) are still prelim-
inary.)63 At present,54 correlation measurements give

| gA |= 1.262 ± 0.004 (3.30)

while the lifetime average is

'i/2 = 6 1 9 - 5 ± 3-7a (3-31)

Together they lead to

| Vud |= 0.9748 ± 0.0030 ± 0.0026 ± 0.0003 (3.32)

During the next few years, cold neutron decays may
allow precise measurements of *Jy2 and g^. If that occurs,
it could render (3.29) a competitive means of determining
I Vvd I with smaller theoretical uncertainties.

Values of the other CKM elements are also obtained
by normalising those amplitudes wj.t. muon decay (i.e.,
G/i) and computing radiative corrections. Unfortunately,
the extraction of those quantities requires the evaluation of
hadronic matrix elements which are plagued by strong inter-
action uncertainties. One must try to find ways around those
uncertainties. Below I summarise the "best" values of some
CKM elements and briefly comment on their determination.

| y , t |= Q.220 ± 0.002: This value is obtained by averaging
the Ka determination66 0.2196 ± 0.0023 with the hyperon
value5* 0.220 ± 0.001 ± 0.003. In the latter case, SU (3)
breaking corrections give the dominant uncertainty. K&
decays are cleaner theoretically (SU (3) breaking is of sec-
ond order) and there is still room for some experimental
improvement.

I Vcd |= 0.207 ± 0.024 and | Vc. |= 0.95 ± 0.15: These val-
ues are extracted3 from CDHS dimuon data67 on charm
production in deep-inelastic neutrino scattering v ll + N —>
fj.± + X+ charm, charm —tfi^+X. In the future, exclusive
charm decays should provide somewhat better determina-
tions of these parameters, if one can accurately calculate the
weak decay matrix elements.

| Vd, |= 0.043 ± 0.008 and | Vut |< 0.012: These values3 are
based on the average b lifetime of 1.1 X 10~12j and the
bound F (6 —• u) /T (6 —• c) < 0.2 inferred from the lepton

spectrum in b decay. One should note, however, that there
is still considerable controversy in the extraction of these
parameters from data. I would guess that when the dust
settles, | Vub | will turn out to be in the range 0.008 «
0.012, but much work still remains both theoretically and
experimentally before a value can be quoted with any degree
of real confidence.

Assuming that the bound on [ Vufc | given above is
correct, one finds for the first row of the CKM matrix

I Vud I2 + i Vu. I* + \Kb | 2 = 0.9979 ± 0.0021 (3.33)

(0.9984 ± 0.0021, if MAl is used alone to determine |
V^ |). That result is in very good accord with the three
generation prediction of 1. It must be viewed as a significant
quantum loop triumph for the standard model, since without
electroweak radiative corrections, one would have obtained
» 1.04, an apparent violation of unitarity. The result in
(3.33) can be used to limit heavy neutrino mixing, bound
the scale of compositeness, constrain supersymmetry and
additional gauge boson mass scales, bound 4th generation
mixing, etc. Some of those will be subsequently discussed.

The second CKM row's values give

|2 + | Vc. |2== 0.95 ± 0.27 (3.34)

which is consistent with unitarity but not very constraining.
Three generation unitarity can also be used in conjunction
with the above values to bound the degree of top quark
mixing. One finds

0.9985 < | Vtb |< 0.9993

I Vu |< 0.054

I Vtd |< 0.024

1 Vt*Vu |< 0.0013

(3.35a)

(3.356)

(3.35c)

(3.35a1)

Note that the implied bound on | V£ Vui | severely constrains
t quark loop effects in K decays. For example, assuming
mt si 60 ~ 180 GeV, one finds from (3.35d)9

BR {K+ — ir+j/P) a (1 ~ 6) x 10" (3.36)

That range is to be compared with the capability of an
ongoing BNL experiment that will probe that mode at the
Ieve lo f2x l0 - 1 0 .

3.4 "New Physics" Constraints

As previously mentioned, the good agreement between
(3.33) and the 3 generation prediction of 1 can be used to
constrain "new physics" appendages to the standard model.
I will discuss three examples: a fourth generation, extra Z'
bosons, and compositeness.

4th Generation: The presence of a fourth generation with
b' and t' quarks would require the extension of the CKM
matrix to a 4x4 unitary matrix that would have six angles



and three phases. One would normally expect ita mixing
with the two lightest generation! to b« very 101811, bnt that
need not necessarily be the case. The current CKM values
together with unitarity only give the 90% CL constraints6*

mzx > 235GeV (from (3.39)). (3.42)

|< 0.07 (3.37a)

I Veb. \< 0.63 (3.376)

I Vfd |< 0.14 (3.37c)

I Vt,, |< 0.62 (3.37rf)

which are not very stringent.
If a fourth generation does exist, it could show up via

flavor changing loop effects. KL —» /*+M~i the K1.—K3 mass
difference and CP violating parameters are all sensitive to
the t* mass and mixing. The large 5 j - B^ oscillations found
by the ARGUS60 collaboration may in fact be a harbinger
of 4th generation effects. Alternatively, it may imply the mt
and/or j /td j are larger than generally assumed. A fourth
generation can also enhance the K+ —* x+vv decay rate
by loosening the constraint on | V£Vt4 | in (3.35d) which
assumed three generations. A branching ratio of 0 (10~9)
for that decay would very likely point to the existence of a
fourth generation.

Z' Bosons: The existence of extra Z' gauge bosonu could
modify the radiative corrections to muon and beta decays.
Such corrections would shift each of the | V,,,- |3 by a factor
of 1 + A where A = 0(a) corrections due to Z' bosons. The
good agreement with unitarity implies36 from (3.33) (at 90%
C.L.)

A > -0.0006, A < 0.0048 (3.38)

or from3* Al

A > -0.0013, A < 0.0041 (MAl alone) (3.39)

For the Z' boson models described in Section 2 (see
(2.50)), one finds (for A» =* 1)

A =
- 9 £<& in A;

(3.40)

where the som is over all Zt mass eigenstates. If one
assumes the mixing in (2.53) and m ^ « m ^ g ) , we get
the constraint (90% C.L.)

< 0.13 (from (3.38))

< 0.29 (from (3.39))

(3.41)

For example, in the 5O(10) model where 0 = 0, these
constraints imply (Zx = Z(0 = 0))

mzx > 413GeV (from (3.38))

Those bounds are similar to existing neutral current con-
straints. Note that a factor of 2 improvement in the bound
on A could improve the bound on Mzx by nearly a factor of
2. (There is no bound from (3.41) on the Z+, Le., 0 = it/2.)

Compositeness: Bounds on composite mass scales of quarks
and leptons are generally very rough and require specific
assumptions. If either quarks or leptons have structure at
mass scale Ac, then due to interference between the ordinary
weak decay amplitudes and I/A* amplitudes induced by that
structure, one expect* an apparent violation of unitarity by
an appropriate factor

1±- I f
(3.43)

Given that unitarity is good to better than 0.4%, one finds

Ae > 4 TeV. (3.44)

That bound is quite stringent. To avoid it, one needs to
suppress the deviation in (3.43) through cancellations or
numerical suppression factors.

3.5 Tau Decays

Measurement* of tan decays have now reached a level
of precision where it becomes important to include radiative
corrections in any detailed comparison with the standard
model. In the future, it is anticipated that «+e~ colliders will
allow very sensitive tests of the standard model and probes
of "new physics" by much more accurate determinations of
the r lifetime and ita branching ratios. With that possibility
in mind, Alberto Sirlin and I have initiated a study of
electroweak radiative corrections to tan decays.60 Some of
our results will be rammjrised in this section. In addition,

- it appears from work by E. Braaten that perturbative QCD
may apply to r decays.61 That being the case, one can
in principle make a very good determination of Ajyg- from
either the r lifetime or its leptonic branching ratios. I will
review that situation. Finally, I will briefly comment on a
problem, "the missing tau decay modes" and conjecture how
it will be resolved.

Following the strategy outlined in section 3.1, it is
simplest to normalise all r decay amplitudes in terms of G^.
That renormalisation absorbs ultraviolet divergences as well
as most 0 (<a) loop effects. In the case of leptonk decays, the
remaining electroweak corrections are particularly simple.
SU (2)L x V (1) symmetry implies t — /* — t universality.
Hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between loop
corrections to ft —» evev^ and r —* eVtuT. The (radiative
inclusion) decay rate for T(r —• evu) + F(r —• evVi) + ...



ii therefore, simply obtained from Eq. (3.8) under the
replacement mM —* TO.

(3.45)

with
a"1 (nv) ss 133.3

m, = 1784.2 ± 3.2 MeV

Similarly, for the muon-decay mode

(3.46)

(3.47)
Those formulas give the standard model predictions

I* (T — evv(t)) = (4.115 ± 0.037) x 10"13 GeV
r (T -»pt/57 (7)) = 0.9728r (r - • ei/i7 (7)) (3.48)

= (4.003 ±0.036) x 10" l s GeV

where the 0.9% uncertainty comes entirely from the uncer-
tainty in rrir.

Electroweak radiative corrections to hadronic decays of
the r are larger. Analogous to the discussion in section 3.3,
there is a short-distance loop enhancement factor

1 + 2 (3.49)

which multiplies GM in all hadronic amplitudes. Summing
higher order logs via the renormaliiation group then leads
to an overall semihadronic-decay-rate enhancement factor

1.0192 ±0.0050 (3.50)

where the uncertainty is an estimate of non-logarithmic
0 (a) effects. To calculate the 0 (or) corrections requires a
model of hadronic structure. The factor in Eq. (3.50) should
be used in all inclusive and exclusive semihadronk decay
rate calculations when GM is employed.

As an example, consider the decay r —» xuT. The decay
rate is given by (including one loop corrections)

(3.51)

(3.52)

x (1.0192) = 2.47 X 10"1S GeV

Similarly, for some other semihadronic decays

r (T -* Kvr) = 1.64 x 10~w GeV

r (r

Electroweak radiative corrections are also important for
inclusive r decays. To discuss then* significance, I follow
E. Braaten and define61

r (r -* i/r + hadrons)
(3.53)

which is the charged current analogy of

a (e+e~ -* hadrons)

That quantity can be obtained from the r lifetime = F~ l

(r —* all) using

r (T — all) = t £ i = (1.9728 + RH) V (r -» suV (i)) (3.54)

or from either leptonic branching ratio

B (T —• evvi1
B [T —> uuv {7))

— — ——^LL
0.9728 (3.55)

= [1.9728 + Rri]~l

Averaging all existing data, we find

r«a« = 2.98 ± 0.08 x 10~133 -* RS = 3.39 ± 0.15
Bt = 0.177 ± 0.004 — RH = 3-68 ± 0.13
flM = 0.179 ± 0.004 — Rn = 3.46 ± 0.12

(3.56)

It appears that the experimental value for Be is smaller
than its true value and is likely to shift to ~ 18.4% (or even
higher) as the data improves. Ignoring that likelihood, one
finds from simply averaging the results in (3.56)

3.52 ± 0.08 (3.57)

I will use that value in my subsequent discussion. In the
future one can expect a significant reduction in the error from
precise lifetime as wtll as branching ratio measurements.

The standard model's prediction for RH can be com-
puted using perturbative QCD in conjunction with the elec-
troweak corrections in Eqs. (3.45) and (3.50). From results
of Braaten41 and Narison and Pkh,'3 one finds

RH ^ 3 (1.0235 ± 0.0050) (| V** |3 + | V*, |2)
(3.58)

where a, = a s (m,), the QCD coupling. Note, the coeffi-
cients of the terms in (3.58) are for JV> = 3 quark flavors
since r cannot decay into charm. Because me < mr, that
complicates matters slightly. Comparing Eqs. (3.58) and
(3.57), one finds

a. = 0.235 ± 0.024 (3.59)

*") ai 5.2 x 10"13 GeV
where a theoretical uncertainty (probably as large as the
experimental error) should be added. The theory error



corresponds to non-perturbative effects aui higher order
corrections which may be sisable, given the enormoas coef-
ficient of the [a./*)3 term in (3.58). That QCD coupling
gives

J ^ ^ HO MeV (3.60)

with an experimental error of about 40 MeV. That value
is very close to other determinations ot f^rrj- However,
before one can reliably use RH to extract that parameter,
the theoretical uncertainties require further scrutiny. It is
at present disconcerting that the 0 (aj) correction in (3.58)
reduces A^L by a factor of 2. Note, however, that essentially
the same reduction occurs in the extraction of Ajjg- from
e+e~ - • hadrons.

My final comments on tan decays deal with the "missing
decays problem." That problem has been uncovered and
discussed by Throng, Gilman and Perl. Briefly stated the
problem is that the branching ratio for decays with only
one charged particle is found to be 86.6% from topologkal
analyses, while adding all measured branching ratios with
one charged particle gives only « 80%. About 6% is
unaccounted for. In my opinion, the explanation probably
resides in an underestimate of most individual branching
ratios. To illustrate such a possibility, I have given in Table
4 a set of predictions obtained using RH — 3.39, the r
lifetime value, as input.

Table 4: Comparison of experimental measurements of 1
charged particle branching ratios with theoretical predictions
based on Ttau = 2.98 x 10~ l sj . The experimental values are
taken from M. Perl.63

Decay Mode

r —• evV

T —* IXVV

r—»r~u
T — a-"*0!/

r — K~X
r-nr-jrVi/

Other

Experiment (%)

17.6 ±0.4
17.7 ±0.4
10.8 ± 0.6
22.5 ± 0.9
1.7 ± 0.4
7.6 ±0.8

<2.7

Theory (%)
18.65
18.14
11.2
23.5
2.5
7.5

*••• 4

I would guest that in the "other* category, r —• x~x°i)i/
and w~t}t}i/ may be the most significant decays. That
conjecture is based on the rather large QCD corrections
in RH- Gluons should be efficient producers of IJ mesons;
so, those decay modes may have been underestimated in
conventional calculations. It will be interesting to see
whether the missing decay problems has a conventional
explanation as argued here or is more exotic.

3.6 Future

In the future, we can look forward to improvements
in most of the measurements discussed in this section. I
am particularly optimistic that tau decays will be fully

exploited by building high intensity e+e~ tan factories. In
addition, study of B decays and oscillations should further
onr knowledge of the CKM matrix. It would be nice to
measure the CKM elements via W± decays and/or weak
top decay*. To make precision measurements possible will
requirevery high luminosity colliders that effectively become
W tzt'd '- factories. Of course, to study CKM matrix elements
at high energy will require flavor identification of jets or the
stud'/ ni rare exclusive decay modes.

I believe that complete quantitative knowledge of the
CKM matrix is vital to resolve the fermion mass puzzle.

4. WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENTS

Several years ago, a collaboration11 was formed for
the purpose of collecting and analysing all existing neutral
current data. Our idea was to carefully scrutinise the
experimental and theoretical uncertainties in those results
and to consistently include effects of electroweak radiative
corrections. That undertaking involved examining a great
many diverse measurements which included (in approximate
order of precision): deep-inelastic u^N scattering, W± and Z
masses, cD scattering asymmetry, atomic parity violation, ue
scattering, up scattering, e+e~ annihilation, \iC scattering,
etc. The goals of our work were:

1. To test the standard SU (2)L xU{l) model at
the tree and quantum loop level.

2. Provide a precise determination of sva2 6w
which could, for example, be used to rule
out or at least constrain various grand unified
theories (GUTS).

3. Look for hints of "new physics."

In this section, I will outline some of the main results of
that effort and discuss various implications. The topics I
have chosen to elaborate on are radiative corrections, top
quark mass bounds, grand unified theories (GUTS), extra Z'
boson constraints and atomic parity violation. In addition,
P. Langacker, A. Sirlin and I13 examined the implications
that a precise Z boson mass determination would have when
combined with existing neutral current data. We found that

' such a measurement could tightly constrain the top quark
mas* or imply new physics beyond the standard model. I
will also describe the result* of that analysis.

4.1 Global Analysis

Before stating some of the main results of our global
analysis11 of existing neutral current data and W* and Z
masses, I will briefly describe the basic assumptions that
went into it. We assumed 3 generations of fermions and one
Higgs doublet with an underlying SU (3)c x SU (2)t X U (l)
gauge symmetry constituted the standard model. Within
that framework, radiative corrections to all relevant neutral
current processes as well as W± and Z mass formulas were
accounted for. Those corrections depend on the couplings



and masses in the model. Two of those parameters, TTH
(the top quark mass) and mjy (the Bigg* scalar mass) are
presently undetermined. Whereas, the radiative corrections
are not very sensitive to ma variations, they are sensitive
to mt if it is £ 100 GeV. Therefore, in some parts of
our analysis, we allowed mg to vary from 10 GeV to
1 TeV and merely required mt l̂OO GeV while in other
parts m.n a 100 GeV and rot = 45 GeV were assumed for
definiteness. Because of the sensitivity to large mt, we were
also able to place bounds on mt, as we shall see.

Some of the principal results of the global analysis of all
existing neutral current data and gauge boson masses were:

1. There is at present no evidence for any devia-
tion from the standard modeL

2. For mt<;i00 GeV and m s £ l TeV, we found
the world average »in3Bw = 1 — mjj,/fn?f =

0.230 ± 0.0048. For mt a 45 GeV and mH «
100 GeV, the uncertainties were lowered slightly
to sin3 ew = 0.230 ± 0.0044.

3. Allowing p = mw /m% cos3 Bw as well as sin2 Bw
to vary, we obtained from a two parameter fit
to all data sin2 Bw = 0.229 ± 0.0064, p =
0.998 ±0.0086.

4. For mf =; 45 GeV and mjr = 100 GeV, ra-
diative corrections are confirmed at about the
3<r level, primarily in the comparison of deep-
inelastic i/ftff scattering with mw and mz.

Consistency of all data at the quantum loop
level requires mt£200 GeV for mB<>\ TeV. If
mH£>lO0 GeV, the tighter constraint m,;$180
GeV is obtained. Those constraints also
apply to a 4th generation mass difference

5.

6. Lower limits on extra Z' boson masses were
obtained for a variety of popular GUT models.
The bounds ranged from 120 GeV to 300
GeV depending on their specific couplings to
fennions.

For a detailed discussion, consult Ref. 11.

The results described above have many implications. I
will elaborate on a few topics.

4.2 Radiative Corrections and sin3 $w

The weak mixing angle 6w plays a central role in the
SU (2)L x U (1) model Writing out the electroweak neutral
current interaction Lagrangian

£ i^lhljL - sin2 6wQffllLf)

with 2s/ = weak isospin and Qj =electric charge, we see
that 0w occurs both at the fennion weak neutral current
level and in the normaliiation of the SU(2)L coupling 32
relative to the electric charge e. In addition, for the simplest
Higgs donblet scenario, it enters the W-Z man relationship
via (see Section 2).

(4.2)

So, one tests the standard model and the underlying concept
of electroweak unification by measuring sin3 Bw in as many
different ways as possible. A deviation in the value obtained
from one experiment as compared with another would signal
"new physics.*

Of course, radiative corrections must be accounted for
in any precise determination of sin3 Bw, so that they will not
be confused with "new physics.* In some cases, electroweak
radiative corrections can be quite large. For example, recall
the lowest order natural relationship (discussed in section 2)

sin2 Bw = (4.3)

where 0 indicates bare (unrenormalixed) parameters. In
terms of physical measurable quantities, that relationship
is modified by finite 0 (a) loop corrections. The sue of
those corrections depends on the definitions employed; but
for typical definitions they can be quite large. Defining the
renonnaliied weak mixing angle by

sin3 8w — 1 — (4.4)

where mw and mz are physical masses and defining the
renormalised charges e and 93 via

a = «3/4x = 1/137.036

= 1.16637 x 10~s GeV

(4.5a)

(4.5*)

leads to29

J
sin

37.281 GeV
nffnr(l- Ar)

(4.6)

e =js s

where11

Ar = 0.0713 ± 0.0013 (4.7)

for mt st 45 GeV and mjUff =* 100 GeV. The radiative
corrections in Ar sz O (a) are quite large primarily due to
vacuum polarisation renormalixation of e relative to <fe. It
is, however, in my opinion a mistake to call that effect
a QED correction. Fermion loops enter in the photon
propagator as well as the W± and Z propagators. So, the
relative correction is finite and calculable only because of
electroweak unification.



Table 6: Experimental determinations of sin3 6w = 1 — m v v / m | -c r several top quark masses.

Experiment

Atomic Parity Violation
eD Asymmetry

(-)v „«
(-)

Weighted Average

m* = 45 GeV

0.218
0.221

0.223

0.210

0.233
0.229
0.230
0.230

*in3#iy

mt = 90 GeV

0.217
0.21S

0.220

0.207

0.232
0.226
0.226
0.227

mt - 1 8 0 GeV

0.20S
0.212

0.212

0.200

0.231
0.219
0.216
0.223

Table 7: World average values for the weak mixing angle as a function of m* (keeping mg = 100 GeV).

wt(GeV)

25
45
60

100
200
400

sin3 8w = 1 - "»w/mi
0.229 ± 0.0044
0.230
0.230
0.227
0.222
0.209

sin2 6W [mw)ns
0.227 ± 0.0044
0.228
0.228
0.229
0.233
0.248

argument around and show how a precise determination of
mz can in the short term constrain m*.

4.4 Gauge Couplings and GUTS

The standard SU (3) c x SU [2)L x V (1) model of strong
and electroweak interactions contains 18 independent coa-
plings and masses. Grand Unified Theories*6*0* (GUTS)
correlate the three gauge couplings ft, S5 and gt by embed-
ding the standard model in a compact simple group such as
SU (5), SO (10), Ea, etc. Indeed, the high degree of sym-
metry naturally renders the bare couplings equal, explains
charge-color quantisation and promotes sin3 8%f from an infi-
nite counterterm parameter to a rational number (generally
3/8). Unfortunately, GUTS have so far provided little new
insight regarding the 15 mass and quark mixing parameters.
Therefore, although GUTS represent a significant theoretical
advancement, they cannot be the final word.

In this section, I will review the gauge coupling values.
Those quantities are extremely important because they pro-
vide much of the basis for our belief in GUTS and a severe
constraint on model building. In the case of the QCD cou-
pling, the situation has not changed significantly during the
last few years. Upsilon decays and high energy jet data are
consistent with

(4.10)

(The errors are quite conservative.) Assuming mt ~ 45 GeV
and using mw = 80.7 GeV (which corresponds to sin3 9w —

0.23), that range leads to39

(4.11)

The analogous electroweak parameters, also defined by 52S*
(modified minimal subtraction) have short-distance values11

(see Section 2);

a"1 (m*) = 127.8 ± 0.3 (4.12)

sin3 6W (mw) = 0.228 ± 0.0044 (4.13)

where the value of m3fjr (mir) in Eq- (4.13) follows from
the result sin2 6W * 0.230±0.0044 (for m , « 45 GeV) found
by the global analysis described above. As discussed in
section 4.3, the TXS defimisxw and sin3fo s i - m$f/m%
differ by order a radiative corrections which for mt = 45
GeV imply11 sin3 0»r (m*) = 0.9907 sin3 V - For other
values of mt, that relationship is modified as are the central
values of both sin3 tw ("Hr) and sin3 $w extracted from
experiment (i.e. the radiative corrections to each experiment
also depend on mt)(see Table 6). It should be noted that
the world average for the weak mixing angle in Eq. (4.13)
has increased from the old sin30|y [mw) — 0.219 ± 0.006
value primarily because of more precise deep-inelastic i
scattering data and refinements in the W* and Z mass
determinations. Also, as indicated in Table 7, if mt is > 45
GeV, sin3 Qw (mv) increases even more. That higher value
has very important implications for GUTS, as we shall see.



Employing the relationships

<*i (mw) = 5o (mw) /3 cos3 $w (mw) (4.14a)

«2 (mw) = a {mw) / « n 3 0s/ ( % ) (4.146)

leads to the gauge coupling values

(4.15a)

(4.156)
Previously, the central value of a2 (mw) was 0.036. As-
suming that there are no other new thresholds between the
standard model's mass scale of mw and the grand unifi-
cation scale of mx, one can evolve the gauge couplings to
higher energies using (for 3 generations)**

= 0.0169 ± 0.0001

a2 (mw) = 0.0344 ± 0.0007

a
» = 1,2,3 (4.16a)

(4.166)

and the values of a,- (mw) given above. If the three couplings
meet at a single point, that would be clear evidence for grand
unification. When aj (mw) was 0.036, they tended to meet
near / i ~ 2 x 1014 GeV. That meeting was taken as strong
confirmation of GUTS and perhaps an indication of no new
physics thresholds at low or intermediate mass scales. Using
the new value for ota (mw) in Eq. (4.15), one finds that is
no longer the case (see fig. 1).

The couplings an (ft) and as (p) continue to meet near
1.5 x 1014 GeV; however, o* (ft) now crosses ai (ft) at
1.5 x 10w GeV mad meets a s (/*) near 1.0 X 10w GeV. Is
grand unification ruled out? No, this development merely
implies that new physics thresholds between mw and mx
must change the evolution of the couplings such that they
meet at a single value. In my opinion, the near equality of
the couplings at high energies that we find using Eq. (4.15)
should still be taken as a strong indication of grand unifica-
tion. At issue is: What new physics rectifies the evolution
and at what energy will it be manifested?

The above remarks are nicely illustrated by the SU(5)
Georgi-Glashow model.*3 la the so-called minimal version,
one assumes the existence of a great desert between mw and
mx, the unification mass scale. That simplistic assumption
had an appealing consequence, it led to rather definite
testable predictions. (The predictions hold in many GUTS
with great deserts.) Indeed, using a""1 (mw) « 127.8 ± 0.3
and A^*i= 150+$g° MeV, one predicts

m x = (2.0+3;0) X 1014 GeV (4.17)

sin2 Sw (mw) = 0.214+8:885 (4-18)

Unfortunately, both of these predictions are now ruled out
by experiment. The 1MB proton decay bound67

requires mxj£7 x 1014 GeV, while the sin30w (mw) predic-
tion conflicts with the wor'c! average in Eq. (4.13). (It gets
worse if n>» is > 45 GeV ; .Ike latter disagreement is, of
course, just another quantitative way of describing the ap-
parent lack of unification of jauge couplings in fig. 1 when
current a,- (mw) values ar••• -ployed. These failure of the
minimal SU(5) model do HJL rule out SU(5) as :-. viable
grand unification group. l^sy do indicate that new jhysics
appendages in the form of additional scalars or fermions
must be introduced11 tc ya.ider mx > 10lsGeV »nd in-
crease the prediction for sin Ow (mw)- Another p-lasibility
is that a bigger GUT such ax SO(10) or J3« with intarmedi-
aie stages of symmetry breaking must be employed. I will
now describe how low energy supersymmetry66 may do the
trick for SU(5) or any other GUT.

The bask idea of super-symmetry is that each known
boson (fermion) has a fermion (boson) partner. In those
scenarios, the ct; (fi) evolution in equations (4.16) change
when we pass the superayimnetry thresholds. In leading
order, one finds for three generations of fermions and NJJ
light Higgs doublets*6-67

(4.20)

Taking ffg = 2 (the minimal value) and using the a,- ( % )
values in Eqs. (4.11) and (4.15) as input, we can solve for
msusY *nd mx- One finds in leading order36

(4.21)

independent of msusv- Using the values of <*i(mw) in
Eq. (4.15) and a s (mw) in Eq. (4.11) then gives the range
of predictions

mx = 2 x 10" ~ 2 x 10" GeV (4.22)

The lower mass range corresponds to very large msusv
while the higher values require tnavsr to be nearer mw In
SUSY GUTS, one expects the gauge boson mediated decay
rate to be

i/r(P- = 1.3 x

2xl014GeV/
(SUSY)

(4.23)

1/r (P *- ) > 3.1 x 1033yr (4.19)

The 1MB bound in Eq. (4.19) then rules out the x
GeV region in Eq. (4.22) but leaves open the possibility of
msusv^lO* GeV as the "new physics9 we are looking for.
SUSY GUTS also predict11

sin3 Bw (mw) = 0.237lg;ggJ - ~ In (msusY/W) (4.24)
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Fig. 2. 90% C.L. range allowed for mt by combining
existing data with a measurement mz = m|cp ± 100 MeV,
h w f t i f f» for three values of the Higgsshown as a function of

mass.

which is in good accord with experiment (see Table 5), par-
ticularly if mt, A|jl or msosr i« on the high side. Thk
example illustrates how a new physics threshold (super-
symmetry in this case) can bring OUTS into agreement
with low energy phenomenology. It also demonstrates the
complementarity between proton decay and high energy ex-
periments. If msosY^lO TeV, it is likely to be discerned at
the SSC, and in this example, the proton decay rate k too
slow to observe. On the other hand, if mgwsY k beyond 10
TeV, the value of m x is lower and the detection of proton
decay is more likely. Of course, the use of a single super-
symmetry mass scale is rather simplistic. Nevertheless, thai
example points out the importance of pushing the search for
proton decay as far as possible.

4.5 Implications of Precis* Z Masa Measurements

What is the value of mt? At present, one has the
bounds

mt > 28 GeV (e+e~ data)6 (4.25)

(4.26)

and the upper bound in Kq. (4.9). Furthermore, the*
recent BJ - -8S oscillation signal observed by the ARGUS69

collaboration seems to imply mt > 55 GeV, and some have
suggested that it must be considerably larger. That is to be
compared with analyses70 of

a (pp -* W -* «/) fa (pp-* Z ~> e+e~)

which favor mt^65 GeV. Unfortunately, neither argument
is compelling. The top quark's mass could still be anywhere
from 44 to 200 GeV. Experimental determination of m< may,
therefore, be several years away.

Given the mt quandry, Paul Langacker, Alberto Sirlin
and I u considered the following scenario. It is quite likely
that the value of mg will be precisely determined to within
±100 MeV at SLC or LEP before the top quark is discovered,
particularly if mt is large. That accuracy is to be compared
with the present average11

mz = 91.9 ± 1.8 GeV (UAi k. UA2) (4.27)

or with somewhat better results of our global fit to all data13

(assuming 10 GeV < mH < 1 TeV and allowing na to vary)

mz = 91.8 ± 0.9 GeV (all existing data) . (4.28)

Such a measurement will clearly represent a significant ad-
vancement; but we cannot use it alone to precisely determine
sin3 6W via Eq. (4.6) until m* is known. (It will better de-
termine sin3 $w (mw)yis) T h a t P° m t «illustrated in Table
2 where Ar values were given as a function of mt. A value
of sin3 $w can be derived from Eq. (4.6)

(4.29)
only if both Ar and mx are known.

One can, however, combine a precise measurement of
mg with existing neutral current data as well as UAI and
UA2 results for mw and mM. Suck a fit is illustrated in
fig. 2. Not* that for mg > 93.3 GeV, BO experimentally
allowed value of m« is consistent with neutral current data.
Therefore, a high value of mg could well signal the presence
of new physics beyond the standard model. If, on the other
hand, mg turn* out to be on the low side ^90.5 GeV, a
large m, or fourth generation would be preferred. For mg
values in between, a bound on mt is implied.

The constraints in fig. 2 are dominated by m x and
deep-inelastic v^N scattering. Whereas sin2 6W = 0.233 ±
0.003 ± 0.005 obtained from the latter is very insensitive to
mt, sin30tr obtained from Eq. (4.29) implicitly depends on
mt via Ar. One could therefore obtain constraints on me
(which are tighter than fig. 2) merely by comparing those
two measurements. That should illustrate the utility of
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carrying out high precision measurements of nnatw in as
many distinct ways as possible. Comparison of very different
types of measurements can provide distinct probes of new
and old physics.

4.8 Extra Z' Bosons

Bounds were placed on Mx(p) by the neutral current
analysis in Ref. 11. They ranged between about 120 GeV
for cos0 ss -0.0 to 300 GeV for 0 K 0 (Le., ZX). 1M fig. 3,
experimental bounds are given for the Z(fi) mass (called
Afe) allowing for possible mixing with the ordinary Z. {6
is the Z - Z (0) mixing angle.) Note that the constraint
is not very good for Z(/}) near the superstring inspired
E« model co«£ ~ -0.6. In fact, the data (in particular
DESY e+«~ annihilation results) slightly favors a Z{fi) near
cos fi =: —0.6 which mixes with the ordinary Z. Of course,
if such a scenario is correct, it will be easy to sort out at
SLC. It is very important to push the bounds in Bq. (2.50)

into the TeV region or better yet find a Z1. To that end,
the SSC will have a discovery potential for finding a Z1 that
should extend to V10 TeV.

What if a Z' is discovered? Such a discovery combined
with a measurement of its couplings would almost certainly
pinpoint the underlying GUT symmetry group. The abso-
lute couplings, wii:.ch could be obtained by comparing its
production and dc-»ys with the standard Z, would then give
us -\/Xi in Eq. (2.50) and thus provide further important
information about coupling evolutions and new thresholds.
I should note that in the Ee scenario, the mixing angle 0
should be relatively easy to determine since the branching
ratios

T{Z{fi)

(4.30)

depend only on /?.
In the time between now and SSC physics, it will be

interesting to see if hints of a Z' boson of any kind emerge
from low energy phenomenology. In tliat regard, atomic
parity violation and ue scattering experiments may reach
high enough precision to probe for such particles up to
=f 800 GeV during the intervening years. If evidence for a Z'
is found, a super SLC capable of sitting on that resonance
will be very desirable.

4.7 Atomic Parity Violation

Experiments searching for atomic parity violation in
cesium have made tremendous progress.71 A recent determi-
nation of the weak charge Qw (C*) by the Colorado group71

gave
Qw (Ci) = -69.4 ± ,1.5 ± 3.8 : (4.31)

where the first error is experimental (almost entirely sta-
tistical) and the second error represents a conservative es-
timate of atomic theory uncertainties. That result is to be;
compared with the standard model's prediction including ;

(updated) radiative corrections73 (for sin3 6W = 0.23 in the
radiative corrections)

Qw (Ct) = -22.53 - 218.9sin2

Equating theory and experiment gives

- 0.15

(4.32)

sin3 6W (mw) = 0.216 ± 0.007 ± 0.018 - 0.0007—^-

+ 0.0003 In
45 GeV

(4.33)



Table 5: Values of sin30w = 1 — mw/m% before and after electroweak radiative correction;!? (R.C.) are
included. The values tn« a 45GeV and mg a lOOGeV were employed in the radiative correction.

Experiment

Atomic P.V.
eD Asymmetry

v^N deep-inel.

mw- 80.9 ±1.4
(UAl - UA2)

mg =91.9 ±1.8
(UA1 - UA2)

World Average

s i n 3 ^ 1 -

0.211 ± 0.016
0.226 ± 0.015 ± 0.013

0.221 ± 0.019

0.208 ± 0.033
0.242 ± 0.003

±0.005
0.212 ± 0.008

0.208 ± 0.011

R.C.

+0.007
-0.005

+0.002

+0.002
-0.009

+0.017

+0.022

sin 9w

0.218 ± 0.016
0.221 ± 0.015 ± 0.01

0.223 ± 0.019

0.210 ± 0.033
0.233 ± 0.003 ± 0.005

0.229 ± 0.008

0.230 ± 0.011

0.230 ± 0.0044

When either mw or m j determinations are used to
obtain sin' Bw via Eq. (4.6), Ar causes a suable os T% shift
in the value found. Similarly, neutral current scattering cross
sections and interference measurements must be corrected
for O (a) quantum loops in extracting sin2 0\y- The effects of
such electroweak radiative corrections are illustrated in Table
5 where several determination* of sin3 iw are summarised.
(For a more complete discussion see Ref. 11.) At present,
deep-inelastic vM scattering provides the best determination
of sin2 8w. In fact, much of the uncertainty in that extraction
is theoretical in the sense that a model is employed to correct
for charm threshold effects. It therefor* appears that those
measurements have b««m pushed about as far as possible,
unless one can overcome the charm threshold dependence.

Comparing the sin2 *£?*• and sin3 9w columns in Table
5, it is clear that the uncomcted value obtained from deep-
inelastic uu — N scattering differs from the mw and m%
values, but the corrected sin3 Bw are in good agreement. So,
the standard model has been tested at the level of its 0 (a)
radiative corrections (at about the Za level) if mt is actually
near 45 GeV (see section 4.3).

The present world average of all data

ta**tw= 0.230 ± 0.0044 (4.8)

now carries a rather small uncertainty. It can therefore be
used to rule out or constrain GUTS (see section 4.4).

Experimentalists should continue to strive to measure
sin3 far as precisely as possible. Fortunately, m i will be
measured to better than ±50 MeV at SLC and LEP and
that will determine sin3 9W to ± 0.00025 via Eq. (4.6) (after
me and mH are pinpointed). Given such high precision,
what role can other experiments play? To test the standard
model or look for hints of new physics, one mutt compare
distinct measurements. So, high precision measurements
of sin3 $w should be undertaken in as many processes as
possible. Indeed, in section 4.5, I will illustrate what one

can learn by combining a precision measurement of mz with
existing neutral current data.

4.S Top Quark Mass

Radiative corrections to sin2 Bw can be quite sensitive
to the value of mt, if it is large. In fact, they grow like
amf/mf^ in most processes.31 Only sin9 Bw determined from
deep-inelastic uMtf scattering (due to a subtle cancellation)
is insensitive to variations in n*t (see Table 6).M Therefore,
the present good agreement between sin3 $w obtained from
vMN data and other experiments such as mw and mz
measurements gives us confidence that mt is probably not
so heavy. In fact, as previously stated, by varying m« in the
radiative corrections, -we found (for ma < 1 TeV)

m, £200 GeV (90% CL) (4.9)

(That bound also applies to a fourth generation mass differ-
ence |iwt» - mv\.)

The effect of changing mt on our global fits is il-
lustrated i* Table 7. There I have given the values of
sina f i r z l - n^r/mi and sin3 6W (mw)m defined by 13S~
(modified minimal subtraction). Note that those two dis-
tinct definitions of the weak mixing angle differ by terms of
O (amt/mfp); hence, their difference grows as m* increases.
Whereas, sis3 Iw extracted from deep-inelastic u^N data is
quite insensitive to mt, that is not so for sin3$w (™W)M$-
In contradistinction, sin3 iw extracted from either mw or
mz via Eq. (4.6) is sensitive to the value of mt through Ar,
while sin3 $w (»>w)s§ extracted from mw or mz (partic-
ularly mw) is much less dependent on ntf. (Of course, a
precise determination of both mw and mz would determine
•in3tf(y independent of mt or any radiative corrections.)
We, therefore, have a situation in which at present, nei-
ther definition's value can be precisely given without some
assumption regarding mt. In section 4.5, we will turn the



a, rather precise determination up to uncertainties in ntf
Indeed, the ± 0.018 atomic theory uncertainty ia aJl that
presently prevent! this determination from being competitive
with deep-inelastic v^N and gauge boton m i m i data.
Fortunately, theoretical work presently underway73 ihoold
reduce the theory uncertainty in (4.33) to ±0.007 or lower.
Realizing that objective will have important consequences
for testing the standard model (at the quantum loop level73

) and probing for "new physics". With regard to the latter,
atomic parity violation can be quite sensitive to extra Z'
bosons. For example, in the case of the &t Z(fi) and 2' (/9)
bosons discussed in section 6, one finds74 a predicted shift

(4.34)
relative to the standard model prediction. For the effective
SO (10) model where /? = 0 and Z (fi = 0) = 2%, one finds
from the above results used in conjunction with the world
average sin2 $w (nw) = 0.228 ± 0.005 (for mt ss 45 GeV)

mZxZ 260 GeV (90%C.L.) (4.35)

Lowering the atomic theory uncertainty to the anticipated
level would increase the bound to about 320 GeV. Further
expected reduction in the experimental errors would then
probe effects of extra Z' bosons into the 500 GeV region,
an interesting domain. So, after a number of yean of
relative dormancy, atomic physics experiments once again
are playing an important role in electroweak physics.

4.8 Future

The SU{2)L x U(l) model is presently in very good
shape, even at the quantum loop leveL Indeed, sin3 6w has
been determined with a precision of about 2%, if mt&100
GeV. That determination represent* a world average of many
diverse experiments which span Q2 from 0 to m\. It seta a
standard that individual experiments should strive to attain
or surpass. In that regard, we can expect high precision
measurements of sin3 $w via mw, v «>e scattering, atomic
parity violation and polarisation asymmetries in the future.
Of course, anticipated measurements of m j at SLC and
LEP have the potential to determine sin30ttr to ±0.0001,
but only if we assume Ar in Eq. (4.29) is known.

The comparison of mg and deep-inelastic i>MJV scatter-
ing already probes the standard model at the loop leveL
That sensitivity provides the bounds on mt that were dis-
cussed. After mt is known, we can use such comparisons to
look for hints of new physics. Already, our global fits provide
bounds on extra Z' boeons which are quite constraining. If
one looks at where those bounds come from, it appears that
atomic parity violation, v Me scattering and e+e~ annihila-
tion are particular good probes of Z' boson effects. Indeed,

forthcoming experiments in those areas have the potential
of searching up to masses as 800 GeV in the Ee inspired
models. Evidence for a Z1 boson would of course provide
a terrific window to the physics of grand unification and/or
superstrings.

5. NEUTRINO MASSES AND MIXING

5.1 Neutrino Mass

In the standard SU{Z)L x U (1) model, the photon
and all three species of neutrinos have lero mats. For
the photon, masslessness is a natural consequence of exact
electromagnetic gauge invariance; its validity being well
verified experimentally by the present bound m, < 3 x
10"3* eV. However, the iimslfwium of neutrinos is not on
such firm theoretical or experimental footing. Theoretically,
mv = 0 because only the left-handed component v& of each
neutrino specie is employed (the right-handed component
VR is assumed not to exist) and kpton number conservation
is required. Relaxing either of these constraints can lead to
mu i=- 0. Indeed, the present bounds

mv, < 20 eV,

m^ < 0.25 MeV,

mVr < 35 MeV,

(5.1a)

(5.16)

(5.1.)

leave considerable room for speculation that neutrinos actu-
ally do possess mass. (I might add that the experimental
bounds in (5.1) have improved by factors of 2 ~ 5 since I
reviewed this subject ia 1980. Progress is slow, but we can
expect further improvement by factors of ~ 3 during the
next few years.)

In the standard model leptons and quarks acquire
masses by coupling their left- and right-handed compo-
nents through a Higgs scalar isodoublet which obtains a
vacuum expectation value. (Mass terms change chirality,
so one must couple left-to-right in order to generate mass.)
The fermion masses generated by the Higgs mechanism are
totally arbitrary, their values are chosen to agree with exper-
iment (see Table 1). If right-handed components exist, then
neutrinos can abo be given arbitrary masses by the Higgs
mechanism. The right-handed component will be sterile un-
der gauge interactions; so, they do not upset phenomenology.
Of course, in such a scenario one must address the question.'
Why are neutrino masses so much smaller than the masses
of other fermions in their generation?

Even without introducing right-handed neutrinos, the
neutrino can be given a Majorana mass by coupling I/& to
its charge conjugation i/£. The mass term would appear as

+ h.e.). (5.2)

(It requires antkommuting fields.) A Majorana mass is
not possible for other fermions because it would violate



electric charge conservation. In the case of the neutrino,
lepton number is violated AL = 2 by Eq. (5.2). The
simplest way of introducing a Majorana mass is to couple the
neutrino-charged lepton SU(2)L doublet to a Higgs triplet.
The implications of such a scenario are the occurrence of
neumnoless double beta decay (so far not observed) and the
existence of additional physical sealant associated with the
Higgs triplet. In particular, a light scalar and pseudoscalar
(Majoran) can exist in such a scenario. This mechanism
can accommodate a small neutrino mass, but also fails to
naturally imply small masses.

In my opinion, the most compelling rationale for small
neutrino masses is found by combining the two mass gen-
erating mechanisms mentioned above in the GeU-Mann-
Ramond-Slansky (GRS)75 mechanism. The bask idea is
motivated by grand unified theories (GUTS) which often
contain right-handed neutrinos, VR. Since v& is a singlet
under SU (2)L x U (1), it is usual for large Majorana masses
MR to arise for such fields. On the other hand, the ordinary
Higgs mechanism should lead to a Dirac man, mf, which
couples VR to *i- Of course, m/ is expected to be a typi-
cal fennkra mass scale, ie., of order me, m« or ma for the
first generation. Therefore, one expects a mass matrix of
the form

I Vll I = I -SiCa - CiSaStf

It is probably best to keep am open mind about neutrino
mixing; however, if the quark analogy holds, one might
expect small S<.

Neutrino masses and mixing can lead to many interest-
ing phenomena in laboratory experiments, astrophysics, and
cosmology. For example, neutrino decay (e.g., *•„ -» f« + 7)
may occur or neutrinos may have small electromagnetic
moments (see subsection 5.4). A particularly popular pos-
sibility is neutrino oscillation from one specie to another.
That will be the subject that I next briefly survey.

5.2 Oscillation.

If neutrinos have masses and mix, then neutrino oscil-
lations will occur. A neutrino i/£ produced at time 0 may at
a later time be observed as a v?. To illustrate the basic fea-
tures, consider the simplified case of two species i/e and uM

such that

(5.8)
« * *

with v\ and 1/2 mass eigenstates with masses mi and m?
respectively. If at time t = 0, a | ue > = | v\ > cot6+ \ V2 >

Diagonalisation leads to a heavy mass 0 (MR) state which
is primarily VR and a light state with mass mJ/JWji which is.
the ordinary neutrino. Since MR » m/, the induced mans
is naturally very small. In such a scenario, one expects the
three neutrinos to have a hierarchical mass relationship

2 ^ ^ «*t^ ^ ^ ¥rr^ f*\ A]

since
m\ : ; m% :: : mj, (5.5)

in many scenarios. If that is the case, then one might
(approximately) expect

m? : ml: m|:: 1: 1010 :10 i e . (5.6)

That hierarchy could have important consequences for neu-
trino oscillations as we shall see. Of course, at issue is what
value of MR sets the neutrino mass scale? b it the GUT
unification scale ~ 1018 ~ 10" GeV or something smaller?
If the GUT scale enters, then neutrino muses will be very
small and extremely hard to measure.

If neutrinos have mass, then one should expect them
to mix. In analogy with quark mixing, one can expect the
weak interaction states uc, v^ and vT to be related to the
mass eigenstates v\, 1/3 and fs by a unitary matrix. It is
convenient to parameterise the mixing by50

SaCs

)(=)

(5.7)

sin? is produced with momentum pfcr example in nuclear
/9-decay, then at a latter time t, it will evolve to

*St ' "'" > = ^ ' "' >

I v(t) > = e~iSl* I vi > cosfl + « - " * I V2 > sintf (5.9)

The probability of detecting a v€ at distance Rat (i.e.,
fi a 1) is therefore given by

(S.lOa)

while the probability of observing a i/M is

(5.106)
where A m ^ = m*-m\. (I have used Ei^\p\ + | m ? / |
p \.) It oscillates between ve and v^ with a characteristic
oscillation length £21

L21 (5.11)



So, low energy neutrinos are more likely to oscillate; i.e., one
should have RjEv large to best observe oscillation phenom-
ena. If one believes that Am?- are all small as in the GRS
mechanism, then one must indeed try to observe neutrinos
with an extremely large RjEv to have any hope of observ-
ing oscillations. At present, laboratory experiments looking
for vc «-» Vp oscillations have ruled out AmjjjSlO"3 eV2 for
sin2 28 Z 0.1 and Amgj^l eV2 for sin3 20 £ 0.01. To explore
much smaller Am|j requires atmospheric or astrophysical
neutrino experiments in which R can be very large.

In the real world, there are (at least) three neutrinos,
and their mixing can be quite complicated (see (5.7)). A
full description of neutrino oscillations in the 3 generation
scenario will depend on 6 parameters, 0i, 0ji 83, S, Amf^
and Am3,}. However, things are considerably simplified
in the hierarchy case ro| » m|, mf. Then oscilla-
tions effectively become a 2x2 problem with 'effective*
mixing parameters. The relevant Am3 will depend on
RjEv. To illustrate how decoupling occurs, consider the
case RjEv ~ 0 (l/ArF^j) « l /Amlj . In that case, the
oscillation probabilities are simply given by

(5.12a)

(5.126)

(5.12c)

(5.13)

This suggests that accelerators which produce i/M beams may
be much better able to search for v^. —* v, oscillations rather
than fp —» vt. So far, most experiments have concentrated
o n Vfg —»j / e .

For small mixing angles, one finds

For the other extreme R/E, ~
1/Amlj, oscillations are governed by Amj, in an effec-
tive 2 neutrino system. So, for example one finds

s ( l - «in3 2 * sin2

(5.14)

It is interesting to compare this formula with the ob-
served flux of solar neutrinos where a long standing problem
exists. One expects neutrinos produced in the solar core to
give rise to i/e +

3 7 Cl -* e~ + 3 7 Ar at the rate of

7.9 ± 2.SSNU (\SffU - 10-38captures/atom - a) (5.15)

However, Davis and collaborators observe

2.1 ± 0.3 SNU (5.16)

The discrepancy constitutes the solar neutrino problem.
What happened to the missing flux? A simple solution is

that it was never present, i.e., the theoretical prediction in
(5.15) ia wrong. More exotic is the possibility that the vr
flux was depleted by oscillations. For Arr^j » R/Ev, one
finds from (5.15) a survival probability

which can be quite small for particular mixing angles. The
smallest value of (5.17) is 1/3 for sin2^! = 1/2, sin203 =
1/3. Such a depletion would solve the solar neutrino
problem; but it appears somewhat contrived. A more
elegant solution will now be discussed.

5.S MSW Effect

An ingenious solution to the solar neutrino punle has
been proposed by Mikheyev and Smirnov.19 Employing an
analysis of matter effects on neutrino oscillations by Wolfen-
stein,13 they showed that for a large range of neutrino
masses and mixing parameters, neutrino oscillations between
ve and vu or vT in the sun's interior could be significantly
enhanced. In fact, for some neutrino energies one can get a
nearly complete transformation of vc into another neutrino
flavor. That scenario (referred to as the MSW effect)
provides an elegant natural solution to the solar neutrino
puszle and hence has become very popular. It enters into
the planning for future solar neutrino experiments as well
as their interpretation. I describe below some of its salient
features and potential implications.

To understand the effect of matter on neutrino propa-
gation, consider the amplitude for low energy neutrino, e<,
scattering off a fermion f.

where Cv and CA are constants. In the case of an unpolar-
ised medium, the coherent forward scattering of neutrinos
with momentum pu can be described by an index of refrac-
tion RV( given by

(5.19)

(5.20a)

(5.20b)

where the N/ is the fermion number density and

<%U = Tsf ~ 2Qf »in2 fa f f= I

Cllt = 1 + T3l - 2Qt sin2 8W

with 7s/ = ± | the weak isospin. Note that uee scattering
differs from i/Me and urt scattering because of an additional
charged current component in the amplitude. That effect
leads to an important difference in indices of refraction

-Vv (nu, - n,,J = -pv ( V2 G» (5.21)



which can significantly modify oscillations. An alternative
description of the difference in (5.21) can be given by writing
the amplitude in (5.18) as an effective Lagrangian

(5.22)
We can average the Lagrangian over the background medium
using _

<<£//7o/>=</*, (5.23)

whereas all other terms average to sero. One can, therefore,
interpret the medium as providing a potential

(5.24)

felt by neutrinos. With such a potential, neutrino propaga-
tion is described by replacing

in the equation of motion, i.e.,

(5.25)

(5-26)

Of course, only the difference in potentials affects oscilla-
tions. As stated before, the difference in ordinary matter
is due to an additional repulsive interaction for the ue with
electrons in the medium coming from charged current inter-
actions. In that way, the coupled equations of motion in
matter become (neglecting quantum corrections)7*

(5.27)

where U is the unitary matrix in (5.7).
To illustrate the MSW effect, consider the two genera-

tion limit, Le., v, - !/„ oscillations with 5a = Sa = 0 in (5.7).
For that case (5.27) becomes

sin 29
(5.28)

As we saw before, in a vacuum with JVe = 0, i/e
oscillations are governed by (see (5.10))

with

(5.29a)

(5.296)

the vacuum oscillation length. Solving f~.28) for constant
JVC, one finds the modified matter oscillation result ,

(5.30a)

where

sin2 20,, =
sin2 28

V2G,,

(5.306)

(5.30c)

(5.30d)

so, we see that the matter mixing ang;-: 0m can be large
even if the vacuum angle 8 is small. In f..-•», if the condition

, = cos 18 (Resonance Condition) (5.31)

which cwr*,«pond5 to an electron density

_ (5.32)

is satisfied, one finds Bm = 45°, maximal mixing. Of course,
with the full 3 generation mixing matrix, the situation is
more complicated bat the physics is basically the same.
The potential in matter can cause energy level crossings
and thereby enhance oscillations. (It can also, of course,
quench oscillation if the splitting is increased by the matter
potential.)

The MSW effect actually comes about from a changing
electron density profile in the sun. Neutrinos produced
in the solar core start out at a high electron density, but
experience a decreasing density as they propagate outward
(Le., the potential changes). If the resonance condition in
(5.32) k satisfied during transit, i/e can resonate completely
into i/p (or vT). Assuming that the vacuum angle 8 is small,
they will not convert back to i/e as they propagate to the
earth.

The MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem is
very elegant and thus naturally attractive. It can resolve
the longstanding low neutrino flux observations for Am2 in
the range 10~7 ~ 10~4 eV2 and for a large range of mixing
angles 0.001 < sin2 8 < 0.4. It has also inspired many other
applications of the effect of matter on nr-jtrinos. One such
possibility, neutrino spin-flavor precession in matter will be
described in section 5.5.



S.4 Electromagnetic Properties

. Although neutrinos are electrically neutral, they can
have electromagnetic form factors. In the case of 4 compo-
nent Dirac neutrino77

" >

(M

The F and G form factors are charge radii while M (0) is
the magnetic dipok moment and E{0) is the electric dipole
moment of the neutrino. In the case of Majorana neutrinos
(which are self-conjugate), F = M = E = 0, Le., only G (g3)
can be non-vanishing.

Neutrinos can also have transition moments that are off
diagonal, i.e., connect mass eigenstates i/3 and i>\. Magnetic
and electric transition moments can give rise to neutrino
decay or flavor precession as we shall see.

I will say a few words about the neutrino magnetic
and transition moment. First consider a transition moment
K21 e/2mt between V2 and v\ such that the decay amplitude
for i«2 - • i/i + 1 is given by

M

In that case, the decay rate for + 7 is

(5.34)

(5-35)

Of course, for *ai and nvj — mi, very small, as expected, the
predicted decay rate will be tiny.

If the neutrino is 4 component (Dirac), it can have
a (diagonal) magnetic and/or electric dipole moment. Of
course, the electric dipole moment would violate T and
would most likely be the smaller. In the standard SU (2)L x
V (1) with massive Dirac neutrinos, one finds that one loop
induced magnetic dipole moment ft = *e/2mc is

1 (S.36)

which is very small. (Transition moments are generally even
smaller since they involve Savor mixing.)

One can bound magnetic, electric, and transition mo-
ments by laboratory experiments and/or astrophysics ex-
periments. In the case of u — e scattering, the existence
of any such moment would increase the cross- section by
(neglecting neutrino mass)

(5.37)

where y = (££ — m,) jEu- Note that it is rather insensitive
to the initial v energy. Therefore, low energy experiments
where the usual cross section -• 'Su are most sensitive to K.
From existing experimental data, one finds

10-

I «„. |< 4 x 5.0"

(5.38a)

(5.384)

(Those bounds also appiy to electric and transition
moments.) It will be difficult to push those bounds much
farther, since the effect in (5.37) goes like K3. Better
bounds,7*

| KV |< 8.5 X 10~ n (5.39)

are obtainable from stellar evolution arguments. Re-
cently, Fukngita and Yasaki79 have claimed that such bounds
can be extended to K ^ 1 0 - 1 1 u îng observed data on Red
Giants. A bound of rc^l0-ii would have important im-
plications, as we shall see in the next section. Therefore,
laboratory experiments should also aim to achieve that level
of sensitivity.

5.5 Neutrino Spin-Flavor Precession

One speculative solution to the solar neutrino flux
problem was suggested long ago (1971) by Cisneros.*0 He
argued that if neutrinos had a magnetic moment K ~ 10""
and large transverse magnetic fields ~ 10*G existed in the
sun, then neutrinos could undergo spin precession vtL —* vSH

as they traversed the solar radius. Since utR is sterile, one
would observe an effective depletion of neutrino flux by ~ 1/2
in accord with the Dsnris experiment. That scenario has
been revived and improved by Okun, Voloshin and Vysotsky
( O W ) . U (Their motivation came from the observation that
there appears to be an anticorrelation between neutrino flux
and variations in sunspot activity, i.e., large magnetic field
disturbances.)

The precession scenario for solar neutrinos has been
extensively studied by OW. They noted that magnetic or
electric dipole momenta could give u.L —> vtn precession,
while flavor transition moments could result in the combined
spin-flavor precession i/ t l - • i/Mll or i/Ttt (for Dirac neutrinos)
or i/c —» i/M or vT (for Majorana neutrinos). In all cases,
however, they concluded that a relatively large moment
K ~ 10~10 ~ 10" u was necessary for realistic solar magnetic
fields ~ IOPG. Such a scenario renders K ~ 10"u an
interesting domain for direct experimental searches.

I would like to conclude by describing work done with
C-S. Lim1* on the effect of matter on neutrino spin-flavor
precision. We noted that in a vacuum, neutrino mass
differences can quench spin flavor precession. The different
potentials felt by distinct flavor neutrinos in matter is also



capable of quenching precession. However, when both a mass
difference and potential difference exist, they can cancel one
another. In that case, a resonance sitnation can arise and
UL -* i/R can proceed unimpeded (provided magnetic fields
are present). For a varying density, one can even have an
MSW effect in which essentially complete conversion can
occur. Let me illustrate how that could occur for Majorana
neutrinos by considering ve —• I7M spin-flavor precession.
In that case, (ignoring other species and components), the
precession evolution in a strong magnetic field B is governed
by

where 9 is the mixing angle, and *„,, aUll are matter
potentials and p is .a transition moment.

For a neutral medium Ne = Np, one finds (Nn =
neutron density)

«^ = J | (-Nn) (5.41)

Assuming that B and the number densities are static,
one finds that the transition probability for spin-flavor pre-
cession is given by

(Ne - Nn) -

For the special condition A
is unimpeded and (5.42) becomes

cos 2 *

(S.42)

(5.43)

0, spin-flavor precession

(5.44)

That condition is achieved when the density Nc — ffn just
allows a cancellation in (5.43). Of course, for a changing
density profile, it is possible to start with A ^ 0 and
encounter a resonance region, A a: 0, where essentially all
v* of a given energy are converted to. Pj» and then reach a
region where either A ft 0 or I? is no longer large enough
to give a significant precession. In that case essentially total
conversion of ve —> V^ can occur.

For the above resonant spin-flavor precession scenario
to occur, one needs non-sero flavor transition moments,
large magnetic fields and dense matter. In the sun, where
< B > ~ 103G is expected, the transition moment- K must
be relatively large ~ 10~10 - 10"" for large spin-flavor

precession of neutrinos with Ev ~ 10 MeV to occur. A more
likely candidate is a supernova. In that case, very large.
B ~ 1013 ~ 1016<? can occur. Hence, one is sensitive to
K ~ 10" w ~ 10""** a realistic range of transition moments.
The signature of such a phenomenon will be an interchange
of ue and u^ supernova spectra. Observing such an effect
would be extraordinary. Will we be so lucky to have one
occur dose enough to observe and will our detectors be
ready if one occurs? I hope so.

6. CONCLUSION

I have tried to present in these lectures an overview
of the state of standard model phenomenology and its
implications for new physics. It should be evident that
the standard model is in very good shape, having passed
numerous charged and neutral current tests ranging from
beta decay to deep-inelastic neutrino scattering. However,
its crowning glory has to be the discovery of the W± and
Z bosons with their predicted masses, production cross-
sections, and decay properties. Only the Higgs scalar and
top quark remain unaccounted.

At the level of its electroweak radiative corrections, the
standard model has been tested in the charged current sec-
tor. Without the 3 ~ 4% radiative correction to beta decay,
one would have been confronted by a clear violation of CKM
unitarity. Similarly, a substantial ~ 4% correction is nec-
essary for agreement between theory and experiment for
the ratio T (*• —• ev) /Y (x —* pv). Even tau decay measure-
ments are starting to reach high enough precision to probe
electroweak radiative corrections. Of course, charged current
loop corrections are also necessary to explain the KL — Ks
mass difference, CP violation, etc. In the future, one hopes
that rare 6 decays and t physics will add to our knowledge
of the charged current sector and provide powerful tests for
new physics.

In its weak neutral current sector, the standard model is
now starting to be tested at the quantum loop level. Indeed,
sin3 9ff has been determined with a precision of about 2%
(if mt & lOOGeV). That determination represents a world
average of many diverse experiments. It sets a standard that
individual measurements should strive to attain or surpass.
In that regard, we can expect high precision measurements
of sin3 $w via m y , u — e scattering, atomic parity violation,
and polarisation asymmetries.

The comparison of m* or mjy and deep-inelastic u

scattering already probes the standard model at the loop
level. That sensitivity bounds m< (£200GeV) and constrains
new physics such as additional Z1 bosons, etc.

Neutrino mass and mixing effects were also surveyed.
Unlike most of elementary particle physics, probing for such
effects requires low energy and/or long distances. The
subject of nentrino oscillations offers exciting challenges for
laboratory experiments, astrophysics and cosmology. At
the laboratory level, long distance oscillation experiments,
particularly searches for v^ —» vr appear to be well motivated
and timely. Solar neutrino experiments may also teach us



about exotic neutrino properties. There, the MSW effect
offers such elegance, that it is hard to imagine that nature
didn't use it. Finally, supernovas may one day become our
best neutrino laboratory. Indeed, neutrino astrophysics may
be a window to cosmic effects never before observed.

The coming yean should be very exciting. The CERN
and Fermilab pp colliders will study TV* and Z properties
while exploring a new energy regime which may have many
surprises. The e+e~ colliders at SLAC and CERN will collect
millions of Z decays. Those efforts will be complemented
by precision measurements and searches for rare decays at
lower energy facilities. Finally, the proposed high luminosity
40 TeV pp collider SSC would open up a whole new frontier.
It would probe physic* at the multi-TeV level and nave the
capability of finding the elusive Higgs scalar or whatever
physics takes its place. I look forward to surprises and
pussies that will arouse our scientific imagination and guide
us closer to the "ultimate1* model of nature.
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